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Letter of transmittal to 
the Executive Director of UNIDO, 

Mr. I. H. Abdel-Rahman 

Dear Mr. ALdel-Rahman, 

We have the honour to submit herewith our report on the 

"Utilization of non-ferrous scrap metal".  This report was prepared 

during the Expert Group Meeting on the "Utilization of non-ferrous 

scrap metal in developing countries", organized by the Metallurgical 

Industries Section of the Industrial Technology Division and held 

from 25 to 28 November I969, at the Headquarters of the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organization, Vienna. 

The terms of reference given to us were to present papers 

on the utilization of non-ferrous scrap metal, paying particular 

attention to the needs of developing countries, and to discuss 

these papers and prepare a report containing conclusions and 

recommendations. 

In the meeting, 26 representatives from developing countries, 

as well as from a number of organizations and firms from developed 

countries, participated as observers.  They also took an active 

part in the discussions and offered suggestions to be included in 

the report. U list of the observers is attached as annex 1.) 

Mr. N. Chakrabarti was elected as Chairman of the Group, 

Mr. M. Spendlove as Vice-Chairman and Mr. D. Davies as Rapporteur. 

Mr. Christo Popov, staff member of UNIDO, was assigned to the 

Group to assist in its work. 

Annex 3 to the report summarizes the papers presented and 

the discussions that took place at the meeting. 

In submitting this report we have acted in a personal capacity 

and not as official representatives of the organizations and firms 

of the governments to which we belong. 
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% tJètm at  Ine IWIDO Headquarters and disou« these questions. 

Yours truly, 

M. Chakrabarti 
Consultine Engineer at N. Chakrabarti 
and Co. Coniultínf Engineers 
Caloutta,  Indi* 

D.  Dsvlss 
Director «nd Teohnioal Manager of «h« 
British Copper Rsfinsrs Ltd. 
Prescot, Lane»*h 1rs 
'ni ted Kingdom 

J*  Dut ko 
Chief, Department of Technioal Profrass 
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Czechoslovakia 
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Director of "HEflRAL" Plant 
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Hon-ferrous Metals 
Moscow, USSR 

J.  Jakobi 
Joint Managing Director of International 
Alloys Ltd. 
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United Kingdom 

C. Maseré 
Chief of Department of Metallurgy at 
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Paris, Franoe 
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Foreword 

1.        The "nited Nations  Industrial  Development  Organization 

convened  the  expert working group on »Utilization  of non-ferrous 

scrap metal"  to examine the  present  technological   and economic 

status of the   secondary non-ferrous metals industry;   also to 

m:iie recommendations  for  improvement   of this  industry  in devel- 

oping countries.    Attention was  called to the possibility of 

technical   assistance  in field operations (expert,   consulting or 

advisory missions),   which UNIDO could offer through its estab- 

lished programmes.    This  report   examines the recovery of the 

most common non-ferrous metals -  aluminium,   copper,   lead and 

zinc - from scrap and wastes. 

2.       A growing consumer society has been increasing its consump- 

tion of non-ferrous metals  at  a time when the average quality of 

ores mined has been decreasing.    Three factors have led to the 

development  of thriving secondary metal industries,   particularly 

in the industrialized areas of the world:     increased costs of 

primary metal  production,   periods of scarce supply,   and the 

growing volume of scrap and residues.    These secondary metal 

industries,  which supply non-ferrous metals in amounts comparable 

to primaiy producers,  assist greatly in meeting the needs of 

industry. 

3.      The consumption of non-ferrous metals  in the developing 

countries increases from year to year.    As a direct consequence, 

the volume  of non-ferrous metals available for recovery will 

increase at   a rate sufficient  for practicable and economic 

recovery.     Against the background of rapid depletion of easy-to- 

mine ore bodies,  these secondary metals will be a valuable part 

of the non-ferrous metal  resources. 

4.      The present report  deals with the collection and classifica- 

tion of scrap and residues,  the object of their recovery,  the 

technologies and equipment,  and the control of quality in processing 

and in the  finished product. 





1. . 1«'  M  • -  :• T • N vv;-';;;A 
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The  avérer   •-n/.L   ir.-rer.OTit/  of ro^.iir.r t ion   :!'  the   pn:./-;-«] 

non-ferrous metal/   ir.   ic ve 1 orín,- ooaritne/   for   the   period   ."6-1" 

„or-   a/   follow,-:     al ìT.IM ir.,   1 -   per  -e-;   :orPer,   " ."   For .-r:.t; 

lea;,   a.3  per cent;   ana   /mo,   <).i  per cent.     Much  of  this  non- 

ferrour  metal  con/unption   ic   in  the   form  of me + al   ,*ools   that   will 

be   /crapped  after the  end  of  their  useful   life-   arid  which  /an   te 

salvaged,   reprocessed  ani  re-used. 

b. The efficient  recovery of these materials would  provide 

developing countries with a domestic supply  of  non-ferrous metals 

for use  in existing or new metallurgical   industries.     It  is  neces- 

sary   for countries  intent  upon establishing recovery  operations  to 

survey or estimate  the  quantités of non-ferrous  scrap and residues 

arising now and likely  to arise  in the future   in order to determine 

the   size and scope  of the   facilities required   for their successful 

utilization.    Governmental encouragement  and assistance will  be 

required in the early  stages  of the  programme. 

7. Melting and refining facilities are  dependent upon the 

continuity of the  supply of non-ferrous  scrap  and residues;   an 

efficient  scrap collection  service   is a prerequisite   for success- 

ful  operations.     Similarly,   the grading and classification of the 

salvaged materials  is  of  fundamental importance  if the best use 

is to be made of the  vecovered metals. 

8. Existing secondary metal plants produce metals and alloys 

comparable to those of the  primary metal  producers;  their capital 

costs are substantially lower than those  required for similar 

operations in the production of primary non-ferrous metals.    The 

established secondary metals   industry has  evolved its  own tech- 

nology and expertise  ^n the  basis  of many years  of experience. 

The  transmission of this experience and knowledge to the devel- 

oping countries by all  practical means  is  desirable,   even at  an 

early stage of industrialization. 
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9. Secondary metal  recovery lends  itself to either large- or 

small-scale operations,  thus enabling developing countries to start 

on a modest  scale and  to  incoase  their  level of activity as the 

volume of non-ferrous  scrap and wastes  increases.    While  the 

greatest proportion of secondary metal   is recovered by  the use of 

proven plants,  equipment and processes,   developing countries may 

be  in a position to take advantage of the latest techniques that 

the industry has to offer and to improve or adapt them to  fit 

their own economic and technical needs. 

Re c ommendat ions 

10. In view of the high economic va'.ue of non-ferrous metals and 

the likelihood of further price increases, it was recommended that: 

A.    The developing countries should; 

(1) By governmental action, promote interest in the estab- 
lishment of recovery programmes and facilities for 
secondary non-ferrous metals,  and endeavour to promote 
an economic and industrial climate in which activities 
of this nature may be established and sustained; 

(2) By legislation, when recovery facilities have been 
established, prevent or control the export of scrap and 
residues and by appropriate incentives, especially in 
the earlier stages of development, provide the necessary 
stimulus for local processing; 

(3) Where conditions are suitable, establish appropriate 
agencies to assume responsibility for initiating and 
developing conditions for the maximum collection and 
use of national resources of non-ferrous scrap metal 
and residues. Governmental policies should lead to 
the establishment of objectives covering the salvaging, 
processing and use of industrial and domestic reject 
materials; 

(4) Effect the creation of an efficient recovery programme 
in which the resources of both the public and private 
sectors can be engaged with the appropriate division of 
responsibility allocated by developing countries 
themselves; 

(5) &ioour?i$e the establishment of non-ferrous metal 
fotntoies and other industries which can consuee the 
products of the secondary metals industry; 

(6) Organise a survey and assessment of the present and 
potential scrap and residue resources likely to be 
realised.    In the light of the results of the survey 
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and assessment,  policy decisions may be mad* not  only 
upon the economic  feasibility of esfcablismng a  scrap 
collection service but also on the degree of smelting 
and other recovery processes that would be necessary. 
A second objective may be the establishment of a  scrap 
ai d residue collection,  classification and standardiza- 
tion service.    Speci*!  study groups or individual 
experts should analyse the situation in terms of  scrap 
and residue resources,  processing capability,  existing 
industry and the  size of the market  for the potential 
products.    If the  results of such studies appear 
promisi—    steps  should be taken to determine probable 
costs ofVoduction and selling prices.    The acquisition 
of the necessary technological  skills and expertise 
Bhould be obtained by using the existing operating 
knowledge of the well established refiners of secondary 
metals in the industrialized countries of the world; 

(7) Encourage the formation of study groups at the appro- 
priate levels of management and technical personnel, 
the provision of facilities to enable Buch groups to 
receive training at existing installations abroad will 
be the jnost expedient way to assure acquisition of the 
necessary skills.    Technical schools and centres of 
technology may provide short-term and extra-mural 
courses and guidance on the recovery of secondary non- 
ferrous mttals.    This may be the most effective means 
of disseminating knowledge in this field; 

(8) Make full use of opportunities for technical advice and 
asristance which could be offered through UNIDO,   such 
as experts, consultants, technical missions and study 
fellowships; 

(9) Avoid the waste of non-ferrous metals by examining their 
current use and ensuring that it is aa effective as 
possible and that unwanted metal,  scrap and residue are 
not lost for industrial processing; 

(10) Consider, where small v uantities of different scrap 
metal are available, the establishment of flexible 
processing plants capable of dealing with this variety. 
Specialized plants for the production of a specific 
non-ferrous metal are more suitable where the quantities 
of raw materials are large; 

(11) Establish collaboration and co-operation among themselves 
and with developed countries in the economic,  technical 
and commercial activities related to the use of non- 
ferrous scrap metal. 

B.    The developed countries should; 

(l) Make provision for technical education and training of 
personnel of the developing countries in the use of 
secondary non-ferrous scrap and waste; 



(?)   Establish   irxi  maintain  contact  with  nucondar,y  matai 
experta  of   th*>  •invelopm* cnnritrieH   f<»   promote    m<\ 
implement  recovery   installation«   m4  operation^; 

(?)  Make  avallai le   to   the  piiwrnwn'n   ini   f'irmp  of  devel- 
oping  fiountriep  l.ookn,   pampl, !.• ? ¡<,   bro. -hures,   film«   m.i 
visual   aids  and  nther   relevât.?    lo.-ump-i t f!; 

(4) Whenever possible,  make  Hvaiiai.le   to   the developing 
countneb  the   latest  resulta oí   renearoh,   investi«ation 
and development work  in non-ferrouB metallurgy} 

(5) Make  available upon  request appropriate   standards   tor 
raw materials and end-produrta. 

G*    UMIDO or the appropriate United Nations organisation should: 

(1) Through a   special  programme of  its Metallurgical 
Industries Section assint  the developing countries 
willing to establish or to develop their own secondary 
non-ferrous metalg industry through expert advice, 
consulting services and technical  missions,  as Mil  as 
by arranging study fellowships  for nationals of those 
countries in plants and technical  mstijutions  in 
industrialized countries} 

(2) Undertake studies upon request  from developing countries 
to evaluate their potential for the development of the 
secondary non-ferrous metals industry} 

(3) Stimulate fellowship training programmes in this branch 
of the metallurgical industry} 

(4) Undertake studies on the methods of evaluation and deter- 
mination of non-ferrous scrap metal  reso urcea; 

(5) Arrange a systematic preparation and distribution of 
UMIDO documents and other publications dealing with 
problems concerning developments in the secondary non- 
ferrous metals industry? 

(6) In due time, arrange further meetings of groups of 
experts, particularly on a regional basis, to identify 
the problems and to give ooncrete advioe, guidano« and 
suggestions to developing countries a« well as to 
•valúate the latest developments in the field of non- 
ferrous scrap recovery} 

(7) In view of the considerations expressed by the expert 
group,   inform the ISO (International Organisation for 
Standardisation), Geneva, of the neoessity to formulata 
international standards to cover the classification of 
seoondary non-ferrous scrap metal and alloys| 

(8) Arrange to make available to tha developing countries, 
the existing standards for non-ferrous scrap metal and 
residues. 
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2.    PRIEMT USE OF NON-FERROUS SCRAP METAL 

Secondary iwUl  in relation to primary roe tal 

11,      The world production of primary non-ferrous metals is 

increasing (tablo 1).    In the past, only richer ore bodies were 

mined.    Poorer deposits are now exploited to produce the required 

quantities of metal.    Technological advances permit the economical 

extraction of these metals from the ore bodies.    This is particu- 

larly true of metals like copper and tin but less applicable in 

the case of aluminium, of which ore reserves are the largest amon* 

the non-ferrous metals. 

w * 
Morid production of primary noa-ferrou« metals 

Annual production 1956-1966 as percentage of 1963 production 

1956 80 

1957 82 

195« T7 

1959 81 

I960 92 

1961 94 

1962 99 

19*3 100 

1964 105 

1965 108 

1966 114 

If.      The world population growth and the oonstantly increasing 

requirements of oonswaer sooiety «111 be responsible for heavier 

destands upon the world's resouroee of non-ferrous metals.    These 
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needs may be partially met by the discovery and development of 

new ore bodies,  but the  rate of consumption may outstrip the 

production of these and existing resources. 

13. A very high proportion of the non-ferrous metals used over 

the  past 50 years was secondary metal.     The maximum recovery of 

non-ferrous metals from discarded goods would appear to be essen- 

tial  if the  supply of these metals is to meet the demand. 

14. In the more highly industrialized countries,   the use of 

recovered or secondary non-ferrous metals has become a substantial 

proportion of the total  use of these metals.     In the United States 

for example,   the use of secondary lead now exceeds the use of 

primary lead;  and the production and consumption of secondary 

copper is approaching that of primary copper.    With the increased 

use of non-ferrous metals,  the accumulated quantities remaining in 

use will tend to increase also.    For many countries,   they will 

represent the only domestic sources of these materials.    In these 

circumstances there are pressures which make the efficient recovery 

of non-ferrous metals essential. 

Economic aspects of the use of non-ferrous scrap 

15. The extent to which non-ferrous metals may be recovered 

from scrap ìB limited by the absolute loss of metals resulting 

from corrosion or dispersion.     These small  losses are from 2 to 

5 per cent;  therefore, the theoretical  possibility of a recovery is 

95 to 93 per cent.    In practice this is not so, 60 to 85 per cent 

being the generally accepted percentage of recovery. 

16. Countries possessing large domestic scrap resources usually 

possess adequate facilities for production of metal products but 

this may not be true in many developing countries.    Table  2 below 

indicates the extent of   ;his situation. 

17*      Specialized plants of secondary smelters have often been 

expanded as the volume of scrap increases.    In general, these 

plants are very economical by virtue of a high throughput.    This 
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may not be the case for developing countries.    The  size of the 

plant required will depend upon the volume of the  scrap resources; 

the type  of plant will be determined by the particular infeed and 

the products to be  fabricated. 

Table 2 

ni«tribution of investments to industry groups,   I938-I96I 
(per cent; 

World 

Industry group 

Light industry 

Manufacture  of/ 
metal products-^ 

Heavy industry 

i2¿§ 

52.4 

24.I 

100.0 

¿2â§ 

44.3 

12a 

39.3 

35.2 

100.0 

1961 

37.8 

34.7 

27.5 

100.0 

Developed 
countries Light industry 

Manufacture of 
metal products 

Heavy industry 

5O.8 

25.5 

100.0 

42.2 

31.9 

-22u2 
100.0 

39.5 35.9 

35.0 36.6 

25.5 27,5 

100,0 100.0 

Devi oping 
countriss Light industry 

Manufacture of 
metal products 

Heavy industry 

68.9 67.2 63.1 55.7 

10.7 11.9 16.3 

22.1 25.0 28.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

a/ This industry group includes manufacture of ».tal Product»» 
J  electrical machinery, apparatus, appliances and supplissi 

transport equipment and other machinery. 

18. The capital cost of primary metal is higher than the oapital 

cost of secondary metal facilities. The high degree of mechaniza- 

tion required in the industrialized areas of the world adds 
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substantially to the capital  cost;   in some developing countries 

labour-intensive may  be preferable to capital-intensive   industry 

in   ¿he  initial  stage of development of the  secondary non-ferrous 

meta's   industry. 

19. An economic  assessment  of the use  of non-ferrous  scrap must 

balance  the cost of acquisition,   transportation,   concentration 

and conversion against  imports.     The value of scrap does not remain 

constant;   it moves with the  price  of the  same  primary metal.     Its 

value may also fluctuate as a result of changes in supply and 

demand. 

20. Whereas prices may change,  costs do not  vary greatly, and 

consequently the  increased use of scrap will  demand the  creation 

of a highly efficient  service  for the acquisition and transporta- 

tion of scrap,  as transport charges are often an important factor 

in the process costs.    Whether the enterprise is state-controlled 

or private, basic efficiency is vital. 

21. The correct grading of scrap has both commercial and tech- 

nical  significance.    Payment  for supplies should be based upon 

grading and consistency of grading.    In this way,  there will be 

incentives for the  scrapper,  the collector and the grader to 

maximize  the return of metal of known composition rather than to 

deliver lots of mixed metals.     The value to the developing country 

lies  in the minimum debasement of the domestic supplies,  and hence 

the minimum requirements from the primary producers.    The decision 

as to what extent the use of scrap will be increased may well be 

influenced by the future consumption of metals.    Table 3 below 

shows the prospective growth rates for developing countries. 

22. In general,  the per capita consumption of non-ferrous metals 

increases with improvements in the standard of living.    Using this 

as a broad basis for comparison,  the general level of Bcrap 

resources may be roughly predicted, but more accurate estimâtes 

would be required upon which to base decisions. 
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Table 3 

Prospectiva growth in the con^Xim^tion of non"ferrQUB 

metals in developing countries 

Aluminium 

Copper 

Lead 

Zino 

Actual 
consumption 

in  1967 
(thousand tons) 

314 

180 

243 

307 

Average annual 
increpe   in 
consumption 

1956-1967 
(per cent)  

18.0 

5.7 

8.3 

9.4 

Prospective 
consumption 

(thousand tons) 

¿21S 
1,180 

280 

46O 

630 

1980 

2,700 

365 

680 

98O 

23.      Table 4 below gives more precise details.    It suggests that 

the tonnages available do not merit the installation of the largest 

types of facilities and that small units may be preferable e:-.ept 

in the oase of aluminium.    This is certainly true in the case  of 

copper.    Fortunately,  the refining of non-ferrous scrap can be a 

very small-eoale operation. 

Alumii.ium 

Copper 

Lead 

Zino 

Table 4 

Eatimate of non-ferrous sorap resources5' 
In developing countries. 1975-1980 

Estimate of 
scrap resources 
(thousand tons) 

Sorap resources as 
par cent of consumption      19J5. ±222. 

20 240 

«4 30 

30 

20 

I40 

126 

540 

110 

200 

195 

|/ Including metals contained in alloy». 
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24. The economic viability is assured, provided the objectives 

are limited within reason.    This situation contrasts strongly with 

that of the development of primary metals where large-scale opera- 

tions are usually necessary and the capital  investment is of the 

order of ten times that of operations i'   the recovery of secondary 

metals. 

Sources of non-ferrous scrap 

25. Non-ferrous  scrap originates from industrial operations} the 

discarding of durable goods and the scrapping of capital plant and 

equipment.    The range of processed scrap metal  is enlarged by the 

increase of technical progress, greater industrialization and 

improvements in the standard of living. 

26. Scrap from industrial operations emerge from the following 

processes: 

(a) Rolling, forging and drawing processes in the form of 
ends, burrs, croppings, surface cleanings as oxides 
etc«; 

(b) Metallurgical processes in the form of slag, leakages, 
Spillings, sweepings, flue and bag-house dusts, cinders, 
ashes and drosses; 

(0) Prom foundry scrap as teemings, risers,  ashes, leakages, 
slags and drosses etc.; 

(d) Cable manufacturing processes as wires,  cable ends etc.; 

(e) Mechanical processing as punchings, cuttings, turnings 
etc.; 

(f) Tin and zinc coating processes as sludge, cinders etc.; 

(g) Chemical processes; 

(h) Pro« components or parts rejected during processing. 

27. Scrap resources from di soared worn-out articles and capital 

plant and equipment may originate from the following sources: 

(a) Industry, transport, agricultural equipment and dis- 
continued installations; 

(b; Military sources suoh as aircraft, weapons, unprimed 
ammunition etc.; 

(0) Domestic refuse dumps and discards. 
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Scrap from industrial operations is usually easily identifiable 

and oan be readily processed into a form which allows it to be fed 

back into the production process without additional  refining. 

Classification of non-ferrous scrap netal 

28.      Scrap is classified into categories, groups and assortments; 

the classification is according to its impurity content.    Hie 

United States National Association of Secondary Material Industries 

(NASMl)   issues an internationally recognized standard classifica- 

tion for non-ferrous metals which precisely defines the quality of 

scraps under a series of headings and code names.    The correct 

grouping of scrap is a basic necessity for optimum recovery at 

minimal cost; strict observance of grouping is essential from the 

initial  formation of scrap through the subsequent storage and 

transport. 

29*      Identifiable scrap from all sources is usually made into 

batch form for direct use, whereas mixed scrap must be refined. 

Separate handling and processing lines are frequently used for 

different scrap.    Frequently there is a feedback of scrap from the 

mixed batches after it has been identified during charge prepara- 

tion.    For aluminium-based scrap, NASNI lists 21 scrap classifica- 

tions and 38 for copper-based scrap. 

tf i 
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3.    POSSIBLE USES OF NON-FERROUS SCRAP METAL 

Acquisition,  transportation and preliminary processing 

30. A major economic factor in the secondary metals industry is 

the cost of transporting scrap from its  source to the smelter or 

refinery.    The  location of refining facilities in developing coun- 

tries must be planned within economic distances of the places where 

the bulk of the scrap and residue originates.    Alternatively, the 

scrap could be treated at processing centres equipped to reduce 

the bulk as much as possible, thus reducing the cost of transpor- 

tation. In the early stages of development, collected scrap could 

be subjected to a preliminary sorting operation. After a suitable 

labour force had been trained to sort the scrap into materials of 

similar composition, it could be placed in drums or other storage 

containers and refined domestically where pose'ble or exported in 

the absence of refining facilities. 

31. Scrap resources contain both large and small pieces of scrap; 

therefore lifting equipment should be provided.    Chain pulley blocks 

and electric hoists are the simplest, but mobile fork lift truck» 

have a wider range of application.    Various simple cutting equip- 

, ment can break large pieces of scrap into convenient sise both for 

i transportation and for furnace charging.    Unwanted material such 

I as ferrous and non-metallic parts may also be cut from the scrap, 

§ thus enhancing its value to the refiners. 

32. Mobile alligator shears are usually employed for heavy-duty 

cutting; old power cables, plates, heavy tubes and the like are 

conveniently cut up in this way.    Power saws and OìJ acetylene 

torches may also be used.    Heating over an open fire is sufficient 

to break large castings of bronse into pieces of manageable sise. 

Where labour costs are low, hand-cutting operations with shears, 
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hack saws and the  like may be used to break light  scrap and to 

free   it from unwanted material. 

33. Polyethylene- and  PVC-coated copper wires may be burnt to 

remove the  coatings,  but  this creates black smoke,   and chlorine 

and  lead oxide fumes.    Such burning,  therefore,  should only be 

practiced where there  is  little danger to humans or  livestock. 

34. Whenever scrap is  stored  it should be kept as  dry as possible 

to prevent  losses  from corrosion.    Storage on concrete or other 

hard  surfaces is recommended to avoid losses of scrap in soft 

ground.    Many types of scrap metal may be compacted by specially 

designed equipment  into bales and briquettes.    The advantages of 

compaction are that the  volume is substantially r*»uuced,  resulting 

in lower transport costs, easier charging of the furnaces and 

improved melting rates. 

The progressive development of a secondary 
non-ferrous metals industry 

35. A broad general development pattern of a secondary metals 

industry for developing countries may be suggested.    Initial 

development will depend  to a large extent upon whether there is 

some  industrial use of non-ferrous metals or production of non- 

ferrous scrap or wastes.    A preliminary survey and assessment of 

the domestic resources of these materials would indicate the types 

and quantities involved.    The  importance of their acquisition and 

transportation to centres for classification and grading has already 

been mentioned.    The first stage should, therefore,  consist of 

elementary sorting and grading into lots of similar metals, alloys 

and residues.    In the absence of a domestic consumer industry, 

these materials may be packed into drums or other suitable con- 

tainers and exported. 

36. Progression from acquisition and classification, the next 

step would be the  installation of elementary melting and casting 

equipment to produce ingotB from batches of scrap.    Simple crucible 

gas or oil furnace s may be recommended as they ars low in capital 

cost and are not complicated to operate.    They would be eminently 
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suitable  for small-scale operations.    Simple cast iron moulds 

for the casting of ingots are also  inexpensive. 

37.      As the volume of scrap and residues  increases,  larger 

furnaces and casting machines would be required to handle the 

increased output.    When this stage has been reached, analytical 

facilities are necessary.    Countries adopting a progressive 

development plan could then consider establishing simple foundries, 

After such basic facilities are functioning, a logical development 

would be to install improved methods and processes,  including 

complex, more efficient furnaces and sophisticated and more 

versatile casting plants, which produce not only ingots for the 

foundry industry but also cast shapes for the manufacture of 

wrought metals.    At this stage, the recovery industry would be 

in a position to maximize its recovery processes by introducing 

dust-catching equipment - such as bag houses - and thereby 

increase the use of non-ferrous scrap and residues. 

Opportunities in the production of 
secondary non-ferrous metala 

Extent and evaluation of potential sources 

38. As previously stated,  the non-ferrous metals contained in 

recoverable metal goods manufactured over the past four or fi va 

decades will be reclaimed in the future and will supply a larga 

part of the total demand.    As a result, new opportunities'will 

be provided for the production of secondary metals. 

39. Developing countries that establish or improve existing 

secondary metal operations may wish to use the opportunity to 

evaluate and adopt the most technically and commercially attrac- 

tive processes, without spending time and money on development 

work or sacrificing prior investments. 

40. The value of the secondary metals industry in the United 

States, are shown below in table 5,  i» an indication of the extant 

of the operations and the opportunities which exist in this area. 

Table 6 demonstrates the large aecuamlation of copper, lead and 
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zinc in use in the United States; this accumulation is expected 

to increase. 

Table 5 

Consumption of secondary metals in the United States 

Copper 

Aluminium 

Lead 

Zinc 

Antimony 

Tin 

Mercury 

Silver 

Gold 

Quantity    Unit 

1,243,000 

885,000 

554,000 

263,000 

25,568 

22,790 

22,150 

59,000,000 

2,000,000 

short ton 

short ton 

short ton 

short ton 

short ton 

short ton 

flask 

ounce 

ounce 

1969 vulue» 
(i millions) 

1,096^ 

403 

161 

76 

26 

71 

12 

101 

70 

Source: Bureau of Mines, Office of Mineral Resource 
Evaluation. 

a/ Prices as cited in American Metal Market. 7 May 1969. 

b, $853 million less than the value of the secondary iron« 

Table 6 

Estimated tonnage of cogí»*-. l*«j «d »ine in use in 
the United siator. 1946-J9o8 

(thousand short tons) 

Copper^ 
I94O 

1945 

I95O 

1955 
I960 

1965 
1968 

14,735 

19,933 

24,169 
28,615 

32,630 

37,346 

40,333 

LeadV 
180 

873 

1,674 

2,490 

3,052 

3,587 
4,030 

Zino» 

264 

1,173 
1,722 

2,525 

3,065 
3,928 

4,473 

Sourcet    Bureau of Mines, Office of Mineral Resource Evaluation, 

a/ 1907 base of reference, 

b/ 1939 base of reference. 
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41. Complete and accurate resource data are important to ensure 

prudent use of secondary metals.  Opportunities can beat be deter- 

mined frorr reliable information on the magnitude, location and 

composition cf the mo tal goods in use, as well as from an accurate 

knowledge of the portion of these materials likely to become avail- 

able for recovery in the near future.  It is equally important to 

obtain current economic and technological information pertaining 

to salvaging, re-processing and marketing. 

42. The following figure is a typical materials flow diagram and 

shows the sequential movement of primary and secondary metals from 

source through production as well as in-use salvage and re-cycling 

phases. The diagram shows the balance of input and output and the 

points at which losses occur. By applying statistical information 

to a flow sheet of this type, a fairly reliable evaluation of the 

secondary metals industry in a particular country is possible. 

43. The growth of any metal processing industry is determined 

primarily by two factors: (a) the availability of raw materials; 

and (b) the marketing opportunities for the product. For secondary 

metals, the growth pattern follows trends in the availability of 

scrap, and new types of process scrap appear much later as old 

scrap from discarded goods and reach the refineries via breakers 

and salvage and scrap merchants. The quantity of materials in all 

phases of the use - discard cycle determines the size of the salvage 

and refining industry. 

44. Unlike the price of primary metals, the price of secondary 

metals often fluctuates drastically, as does the availability and 

variety of scrap. Under these circumstances, periodic adverse 

effects may be felt in operating costs and in the capital employed 

in operations. Good management and accounting practice are neces- 

sary if serious pitfalls are to be avoided. The copper industry 

is particularly prone to problems of this nature where daily price 

changes are experienced as a result of London Metal Exchange 

dealings. Opportunities in the production of specific secondary 

non-ferrous metals are briefly described below. 
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Secondary aluminium 

45.  During the last decade, a steady growth has taken place in 

the production of secondary aluminium in the United States. As 

raw materials comprise about 75 per cent of the total cost, the 

most practicable materials to process are those that resemble the 

intended product to the greatest extent and thus require the mini- 

mum amount uf processing. These types are usually in the form of 

common aluminium-based alloys as shown in table 7 from which it 

will be seen that aluminium alloys comprised 90 per cent of the 

recovered scrap and only 8 per cent were recovered as non-alloyed 

Metal. Suoh a pattern indicates that it is not practicable to 

convert all scrap materials to their original composition. 

Table 7 

Recovery of secondary aluminium in the 
United States in 1967 

From p. ooeee scrap 

Aluminium-base 

Copper-base 

Zinc-base 

Magnesium-base 

Fro« scrap —tal 

Aluminium-base 

Copper-base 

Zinc-base 

Magnesium-base 

Total 

Short tons 

568,782 

81 

n 
313 

127,681 

70 

 m 
697,751 

Pon» of recovery 

As metal 

As aluminium alloys 

In brass or bronse 

In sino-base alloys 

In mafnesium-base alloys 

In chemical compounds 

Total 

53,*56 

628,048 

643 

8,304 

M°5 

697,751 
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Secondary copper 

46. Under the pressure of consistently rising prices, the pro- 

duction of secondary copper has increased rapidly during the pa^t 

ten years. In most industrialized countries, secondary copper is 

used in nearly half of the total copper consumption. 

47. Table 8 below shows the position of the United States in 

I967 when the copper recovered in brass and bronze materials was 

more than 98 per cent of the total tonnage of secondary copper. 

This situation suggests that optimum segregation of scrap items 

is imperative for maximum processing efficiency; it also reveals 

the value of the NASMI classification which lists 38 different 

types of copper and copper-alloy scrap. The opportunities, there- 

fore, lie not only in the recovery of copper itself but in the 

production of a wide range of copper-base alloys for the engi- 

neering and other industries. 

Secondary lead 

48. A substantial growth rate in lead production has occurred in 

moat industrialized countries during the past ten years. Table 9 

following shows the recovery of secondary lead in the United StateB 

for I967. It will be seen that the prime source is antimonial lead 

in the form of battery plates, although other important sources 

include electric cable sheath, bearings, pipe and sheet. 

Secondary zinc 

49. Consumption of zinc in the United States during the past ten 

years has inoreased 1.4 times and the corresponding consumption of 

secondary zinc 1.3 times. Table 10 below shows the tonnages and 

the forms of reoovary. The significant feature is that zinc- and 

copp*r-baae alloys comprise the bulk of all asine recovered in both 

new and old scrap. 

50. Zinc scrap is classified into nine items; brass and bronze 

are not included. The most prominent items include five different 

die-cast materials, old sine scrap, new clippings, die-cast dross 

and galvani»er§ dro»». The die-oast sorap alloys are usually 
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refined or blended to suitable composition for new alloys, while 

the drosses are distilled to produce zinc metal or zinc dust and 

may be oxidized to zino-oxide products. 

Tabx^ 8 

Recovery of secondary copper in the 
United States in 1^67 

Prop prooesa scrap 

Copper-base 

Aluminium-base 

Nickel-base 

Zino-base 

Short tons 

667,080 

10,000 

157 
11 

From old scrap 

Copper-base 

Aluminium-base 

Nickel-base 

Tin-base 

Zino-base 

Form of reoovtry 

As unalloyed copper: 

primary plants 

other plants 

In brass or bronze 

In iron and steel alloys 

In aluminium alloys 

In other alloys 

In ohemioal compounds 

Totti 

476,436 

5,500 

623 

50 

 SS 
1,159,907 

Total 

343,277 

79,777 
700,636 

2,805 

28,148 

299 

••NMwUtllit 

1,159,907 

Usi 
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51.      Flux materials from galvanizer vats and processing pots and 

zinc-based dusts from filters,   precipitators, scrubbers and cyclones 

are used in the production of zinc chemicals.    As few  types of zinc 

scrap are processed by the secondary refiners,  segregation problems 

are limited and are not as critical as for the other non-ferrous 

metals. 

Table 9 

Recovery of secondary lead in the 
United States in 1967 

From process scrap 

Lead-base 

Copper-base 

Tin-base 

Short tons 

71,829 

4,500 

578 

Prom old scrap 

Battery-lead plates 

All other lead-base 

Copper-base 

Tin-base 

Total 

303,258 

155,892 

17,711 

 i 
553,772 

Form of reoovsry 

As soft lead: 

primary plants 

other plants 

In antimonial lead 

In copper-base alloys 

In tin-base alloys 

In other lead alloys 

Total 

2,538 

147,806 

288,719 

17,795 
30 

96.884 

553,772 

muÊmà •Min 
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Table 10 

Recovery of secondary zinc in the 
United States in 1967 

From procesa scrap 

Zinc-baBe 

Copper-base 

Aluminium-base 

Magnesium-base 

Prom old scrap 

Zino-base 

Copper-base 

Aluminium-base 

Magnesiurn-base 

Short tons 

129,774 
106,637 

2,895 
234 

40,862 

36,142 
3,165 

 m 
Total 319,849 

î- 

For» of recovery as —tal 

By distillation: 

slab zinc 

sino dust 

By remelting 

In zinc-base alloys 

In brass or bronze 

In aluminium-base alloys 

In magnesiuB-base alloys 

In ohMioal products: 

sino oxida, lead free 

zinc sulphate 

lino chloride 

Miscellaneous 

?2#595 
12,309 
6,366 

17,273 
146,441 

6»145 
431 

lTt2» 
ti536 

11,236 

Urtai 319,849 

^-<ÉijMH—i^i^M 
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Identifying opportunities 

52.      Similar to other business enterprises, a profit element  is 

necessary to encourage  the development of the secondary metals 

industry.     In developing countries,  profit is not only the usual 

pecuniary gain but it may also be expressed in terms of a reduced 

expenditure of foreign exchange as a result of decreased imports 

and an improvement of the  domestic economy by encouraging the 

development of industry and additional employment.     Prom both 

points of view however,  the potential profit will be proportional 

to the volume of the business.    Basically, the profit will be the 

difference between the market value of the products and the cost 

of the raw materials plus the operating costs. 

53. The extent of the recovery operations will depend upon the 

continuity of the supply of raw materials.    Current technology and 

equipment should be used;  the erection of a proven plant reducen 

the commission time and the cost of development. 

54. Flexibility is  important in the design of recovery plants to 

allow for future changes in the in-feed material and to obtain the 

maximum recovery of flue dusts and other products.     If the volume 

of the latter is small,  they may be sold or stored and processed 

intermittently. 

55. Opportunities also exist for developing countries in the 

adoption- of new aad revolutionary processes.    These new processes 

«ay well  reduce the working capital required as well as the 

operating costs.    Further opportunities exist in a relaxation of 

product  specifications and in a reduction in their number. 

56. There are possibilities of mutual co-operation between 

developing countries, which might profitably negotiate mutual 

bartering or purchasing agreements.    Thus a country with a 

deficiency of dosestic scrap resources could import them fro« 

a country with s surplus.    Toll conversion contracts may be 

considered as well as outright purchase. 

1H1H1        irnìMSìMÌ 
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Innovative procesaing 

57. Opportunities exist for the developing countries to take 

advantage of new innovations in the processing field. The United 

States Bureau of Mines has pioneered several new processes. An 

outstanding example is in the improved distillation of zinc, which 

led to economies in fuel and retort costs and enabled gas to be 

used for heating instead of electricity. 

58. Another recovery process for zinc uses one processing waste 

material as an agent to refine another waste by the reaction of 

zinc chloride in sal skimmings with aluminium in a melt of low- 

grade die-cast zinc scrap; the aluminium content is reduced tt 

0.01 per cent. Other innovations include the removal of solid 

impurities by means of a centrifuge, and, in the field of mechan- 

ical processing, the separation 01* metal and plastic by a very 

much improved method, i.e. by the recovery of metal from plastic 

sheathed electrical wires and. cables. This method has bcth 

economic and social benefits. 

59»  Electrolytic methods using mercury as an amalgam have also 

been developed in which tin is recovered from hard-head and ¿ine 

from galvanizing dross. Additional applications of these electro- 

lytic methods are likely to emerge. 

60.  The United States Bureau of Mines has developed other 

techniques such as ammonia-carbon dioxide leaching of copper scrap. 

However, commercial acceptance of them has been slower. A further 

process based on the use of brine and water leaches in the recovery 

of lead and copper from lead blast furnace matte is another good 

opportunity. 
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4.    REVIEW OF MELTING TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT 

61. The  important  aspects  of processing are quality and melting 

losses,  which are very much dependent upon good scrap segregation 

and charge preparation.    Por example,  by de-greasing chips,  the 

loss is   2 to 3 per cent  less and the gas content  reduced.   Basically 

the processes employed sho ild ensure the most complete extraction 

of all valuable components contained in the scrap.    Therefore it 

should be processed into metals and alloys similar in composition. 

Use of aluminium scrap and alloys 

62. Process scrap is usurTly consistent in quality and accumulates 

in substantial quantities;   if carefully segregated,   it can be used 

in the works in which it  originates.    When available to secondary 

smelters,   it provide- a high-quality base material for incorpora- 

tion into related alloys with close compositional tolerances. 

Examples include billet ends,  extruded section ana sheet off-cuts; 

lower grades include turnings,  runners and risen . 

63. Old scrap is collected from redundant or obsolete articles 

and equipment,  including kitchen utensils, motor vehicles, wire 

and oable, engine components and aircraft.    The scrap resources 

can be forecast if the aluminium content of an article is known 

and ita life can be estimated.    Most old scrap is contaminated 

with undesirable matter;  it may be coated with paint,  or it may 

be joined to other metal parts, plastic components or rubber. 

These contaminant* must be removed from the aluminium scrap before 

recovery operations. 
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Preparation of raw material  in scrap form 

64. For the optimum use of scrap,  the composition of each batch 

must  be determined.    Sampling on a statistical or controlled basis 

will   indicate the yield to be expected and also the quantity of 

flux required. 

65. Both physical  and chemical methods are used to sort  scrap. 

Many wrought  alloys  in sheet  form can be distinguished from pure 

aluminium by a simple bend test and similarly in castings by the 

appearance  of a fracture.    More reliable chemical methods range 

from simple spot tests for a rough estimation or for the presence 

of one or two elements to the application of a visual spectroscope. 

66. Experience and knowledge help in identification.    Often a 

component  is known to be composed of one or two alloys;  a simple 

test will  distinguish one alloy from another.    Scrap delivered to 

the smelter usually requires some form of treatment due to either 

the size or type of contamination.    Where possible,  scrap is com- 

pacted into bales and bulky scrap reduced by cutting.    Dross and 

skimmings are treated by milling in wet or dry-ball mills or by 

breaking in an impact crusher. 

67. Swarf is usually contaminated with cutting oils and frequently 

with free iron such as turnings or broken tools.    Iron must be 

removed before melting.    This is done easily by magnetic separation 

provided the swarf is free from oil or water.    The most efficient 

method to remove them is treatment of the swarf in a heated rotating 

drum to produce distillation with restricted sir flow.    Paper and 

plastic coatings must be removed from aluminium foil.    Scrap cooking 

utensils simply require the removal of iron handles and rivets,  but 

more complex assemblies such as automobile and aircraft engines and 

frame scrap require special sorting procedures and may have to be 

subjected to a liquation process. 

68. Liquation furnaces are reverberatory furnaces designed with 

sloping hearths and an outside bath or ladle for receiving the 

liquid aluminium alloy which separates from the higher-melting- 

point metals.    Combustibles such as paint, wood and plastic are 
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burnt off.    Metal recovered  from a liquation furnace is generally 

too impure  for direct  use  and   is usually brought  to the appropriate 

specification by the addition  of pure aluminium or alloys. 

69.      The development  of large  swing-hammer crushing machines has 

i made possible  the cleaning of scrap which  formerly would have had 

to be melted  in the liquation  furnace.    Such equipment  used  in 

conjunction with magnetic  separation or sink-and-float  processes 

enables very effective recovery to be achieved.    The capital  cost 

is high and may be justified only for large-scale operations. 

Methods of melting aluminium scrap 

70. In general,  scrap recovery of aluminium  is practiced  in highly 

specialized plants where skills and equipment have been developed 

to upgrade its value in the production of specification alloy ingots 

for the foundry industry.    Upgraded scrap can also be used in 

hardener alloys and deoxidants for the steel industry. 

71. Scrap aluminium is obtained fron fabrication processes and 

from discards of aluminium-containing products in population and 

industrial centres.    It is in sich looations close to raw materials 

and markets that scrap smelting operations have developed.    The 

value of scrap is sensitive to supply and demand; scrap generally 

commands« a price 20 per cent below that of virgin aluminium, 

although it has occasionally exceeded the price of the latter. 

72. The following characteristics of aluminium are important 

when considering melting methods.    It has a high affinity for 

oxygen} once formed, oxide skins prevent further oxidation.    The 

heat capacity and latent heat  of fusion are high.    Aluminium forma 

carbides and nitrides in reaction with carbon and nitrogen.     It is 

not reduced by carbon monoxide.    Reduotion smelting of aluminium 

as well as the oxidizing refining of its alloys is impracticable. 

73*      Three main groups of aluminium alloys are produoed usually 

from aluminium scrap: 

(a) Wrought alloys - containing copper, manganese, magnesium 
and zinc as the main alloying component; 

(b) Casting alloys - containing silicon, oopper 
manganese, zinc nickel and others; 
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(e) Deoxidizers - destined for the steel industry and for 
smelting ferro-alloys, which allow high iron, manganese, 
silicon and magnesium contend. 

74. In developing countries the requirements of the national 

economy should be studied before considering the establishment of 

a secondary aluminium industry,  so that  the plant will be suited 

to produce the grades of alloy in demand.     The choice of furnaces 

or combinations of furnaces must be made according to production 

requirements;  different types of furnaces are considered later in 

this report. 

Aluminium alloy scrap refining 

75. Magnesium is removed by the addition of fluoride salts to 

cryolite;  10 kg of fluoride salts is required for each kilogram of 

magnesium contained in the melt.    The magnesium may be reduoed to 

0.1 per cent by this technique.    Zinc is removed most efficiently 

by vacuum distillation at a temperature of 800° to 900°C in a 

vacuum of 0.1 to 0.5 mm mercury.    Non-metallic components may be 

removed by gaseous method« employing chlorine, hexachloroethane 

or nitrogen.    The latter is introduced in the form of diffused 

bubbles,  the quantity required being 1.5 to 2 m3/ton of alloy 

treated.    Gaseous chlorine is generally employed.    The use of 

glass-cloth as a filter has also been adopted. 

Main types of furnaces 

76. Traditionally, the rotary furnace with a capacity of 1 to 

15 tons has been favoured in Europe.    It completely rotates on a 

horizontal axis and is charged at one end through an opening.    The 

sorap is melted under a thick flux cover by the direct flame of 

oil or gas burners. 

77. The open-well furnace developed in the United Statee tenda 

to displace the rotary furnace.    It is baeically a reverberatory 

furnace with an open-well extension at one end and a capacity up 

to 60 tone.    The use of flux in eel ting light sorap is confined to 

the open well, but the metal bath muet first be produced by melting 

hee*y scrap or by supplying lif&id metal fro« other furnaces.    The 
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transfer of heat  from the main part  of the furnace  to the well   is 

achieved by movement  of the metal  through the openings between the 

two parts. 

78.       The coreless  induction furnace  possesses  advantages  over 

fuel-fired furnaces  in that there  is  low melt   loss  and the metal 

recoveries are higher by as much  as  ? per cent.     Generally, 

frequency-type furnaces are used with capacities  of 5 to 6  tons. 

Clean scrap is essential,   as flux treatment   is undesirable due to 

its effect  on the furnace  lining and fume extraction problems. 

The  limiting factors for these  furnaces are  the high capital  cost, 

the high power cost,   the relatively small size and the requirement 

of clean scrap in the charge. 

79»       Small rotary-type furnaces  of O.5 to 1  ton capacity,  which 

are stationary during smelting but can be tilted for casting,  are 

suitable for smelting clean scrap which does not require large 

quantities of flux.    This type of furnace is oil or gas fired with 

the flue in the roof or in the end opposite the burner; charging 

is by a side door.    Crucible furnaces with capacities up to 250 kg 

can be used for small-scale operations.    For melting light scrap, 

a furnace similar to a concrete mixer with a refractory lining has 

given satisfactory results.    It  is fired by an oil or gas burner 

through the top opening and can be fitted for tilting outwards. 

80.      The choice of the type of melting furnace to be used depends 

on factors such as scale of production, extent of mechanization 

and type of scrap to be melted.     In general,  for large-scale produc- 

tion,  the well furnace, which lends itself to mechanical charging, 

is preferred.    The rotary furnace is probably better for low-yield 

materials, e.g. metal recovered from dross.    In this case,  the 

problem of salt fuse emission is worse than in the well furnace 

where less flux is used and only added to the well, and where there 

is no direot flame impingement.    Well furnaces are more flexible 

in operation as fluxes can be added and spent fluxes removed during 

a »«It.    In the rotary furnace, one flux bath may be used for one 

or «ore melts depending on the pere en tag« of impurities in the 

charge. 

mmmm 
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81. Por efficient scrap melting, agitation of the melt is neoes- 

aary. This is achieved by the rotating action of the rotary furnace, 

but in the open-well furnace it is best accomplished by pumping 

the metal over a wall built into the well. Automatic temperature 

control is comparatively easily implemented in well furnaces by 

inserting thermocouples in the brickwork.  It is not so practicable 

in the rotary furnace, but, because of the rotation, overheating 

is not critical.  In the construction of all types of furnace 

refractories, the brick is at least 40 per cent alumina. 

Furnaces for melting aluminium scrap 

82. The following types of furnaces are available for melting 

aluminium scrap: 
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Melting technology 

83. The main difficulty in melting aluminium scrap is the 

thickness of the tough oxide film on the surface, which prevents 

coalescence of the liquid droplets.  At high melting temperatures, 

the oxides may be particularly dense and may be suspended in the 

melt or sink to the bottom.  As the oxides are extremely hard, they 

are a source of the harmful inclusions often found in castings. 

Good melting techniques demand, therefore: 

(a) Minimal contact between scrap and flame when heating 
to the melting temperature; 

(b) Use of appropriate fluxes to exclude air and remove 
oxide; 

(c) Agitation of the bath to aid coalescence of metal 
globules. 

84. It is usual to melt a heel of flux, into which scrap is 

charged at a rate sufficient to allow rapid melting with a minimum 

contact with air. Once a heel of metal has been formed, scrap is 

added in increasing quantities; controls ensure quick melting and 

that the temperature of the bath does not fall below the freezing 

point of the alloy. Fluxes are based essentially on sodium chloride 

with some addition of potassium chloride. Fluorides are also added 

to reduce surface tension. Alumina is not dissolved by these 

fluxes. 

85. The major refining operation in the melting of scrap íB the 

separation of oxides, but other refining operations may be required 

to remove unwanted elements. The only elements that can be removed 

by simple techniques are magnesium and other elements in small 

quantities such as sodium and calcium. Magnesium can be removed 

with fluxes containing fluorides or with chlorine gas. The flux 

method uses cryolite, sodium silico-fluoride or aluminium fluoride. 

The efficiency of magnesium removal in all cases is about 

50 per cent; it decreases as the magnesium content is reduced. 

86. Chlorine gas on the other hand is very efficient with near 

100 per cent removal when the magnesium content is above 1 per cent, 

and 50 per cent removal when it is below 0.1 per cent. The sodium 

and oaloium content is also reduoed to low lévele by chlorine 
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treatment. Special precautions must be taken in the handling of 

chlorine gas and of the fumes emitted during the chlorination 

process. 

8?.  Another impurity is hydrogen, which is the cause of gas 

porosity in castings.  It may be removed by degassing treatments 

using chlorine, nitrogen or a mixture of them,  Hexachloroethane 

plunged into the melt may also be used for this purpose. 

88. The melting temperatures of commercial alloys are in the 

range of 56O to 650 C and the normal temperature for casting 

ingots is between 680 and 75O G. However, in practice, even 

higher temperatures are necessary to allow rapid melting which 

is essential in order to form a heel of molten flux into which 

light scrap can be charged. 

Facilities for laboratory control 

89. The size and type of the recovery operation will determine 

the extent of the laboratory facilities.  If the operation consists 

merely of melting scrap into ingot form but not into a specific 

alloy, the minimum requirement would be a small chemical laboratory 

to identify alloys by spot tests and to determine "the composition 

of the re-melted ingot. 

90. Essentially, the laboratory must be able to provide analysis 

in scrap identification, control analysis during melting and the 

final analysis of the melt. Direct-reading spectrograph^ can be 

carried out by a staff of two or three. Single-channel instruments 

can be used; they are substantially cheaper. In the larger secon- 

dary alloy production plants, a wet-chemical section i 3 often 

provided for analytical work which cannot be carried out on the 

spectrograph, such as the calibration of standards, the determina- 

tion of unusual impurities and the composition of fluxes, fuels 

and effluents. 

91. The sampling of scrap is usually a laboratory function. 

Facilities should be provided for melting the samples under condi- 

tions Bimilar to those during actual production. Facilities for 

reducing the sample to a suitable size are required. 
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92. A metallurgical section controls the quality of the ingot 

in respect to its oxide content, its gas content, the grain size 

and other special requirements. Some alloys must undergo tensile 

tests on the castings produced from the ingots.  The secondary 

refiner will require the necessary facilities to cast test bars 

and to test tensile strengths and other properties. 

93. It is customary for larger secondary refiners to provide a 

technical service to customers which includes metallographic 

examination of castings and non-destructive tests to determine 

the cause of defects and to suggest means of avoiding these faults. 

The importance of correct sampling cannot be overstressed, and 

adherence to specified codes of practice is recommended. 

Auxiliary equipment 

94. Refined scrap must be cast into ingots of acceptable size, 

5-10 kg or 15-26 kg. Small-scale production requirements can be 

met by hand casting into simple cast iron moulds. For large-scale 

production, the casting is mechanized by using water-cooled moulds 

mounted on a belt-type casting conveyor or wheel. The cast ingots 

may be pelletized and secured by steel wires or band strapping. 

95«  Pyrometric control during the melting is usually effected by 

means of chromel-alumel thermocouples with cast iron sheathers 

protected by a refractory coating or a non-metallic sheath. Foundry 

tools such as rakes, skimmers and ladles are constructed of mild 

steel protected by a refractory wash.  Launders for the conveyanoe 

of molten metal are also of mild steel with a refractory lining 

which should be heated to red heat before use to ensure that 

moisture and combined water are evaporated. 

Use of lead and zinc scrap, alloys and wastes 

96.  Not all products made of lead and zinc yield sorap and 

residues for use by the secondary refiner; sometimes they are 

oompletely consumed by use. The major uses of lead are in the 

manufacture of lead aoid batteries, cable sheathing, pigments, 

and in construction and plumbing. To a lesser extent, lead is 
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used in printing metalB, bearing metals, tetra-ethyl lead and in 

sound insulation. The applications above are given in their order 

of importance. Zinc is used mostly for galvanizing, die-casting 

and production of brass, wrought zinc and pigments; significant 

quantities of scrap and residues are available for the secondary 

metals industry. 

Recovery of secondary lead 

97. Lead, from batteries provides 50 to 60 per cent of the metallic 

lead,  antimony and lead oxides; the remainder is lead sulphate. 

Lead is recovered in the form of an alloy of antimony >y processing 

the scrap either alone or with other lead-bearing residues.    The 

recovered alloy is re-used for batteries after its antimony content 

has been adjusted. 

98. The furnaces may be simple melting pots,  reverbatory furnaces, 

barrel furnaces, blast furnaces or electric furnaces.    Simple 

melting cannot recover lead in the form of oxides and other com- 

pounds, therefore smelting is required.    This consists of treating 

the scrap with suitable reducing agents and fluxes; the latter 

help to collect the metal,  and the former reduce the oxides to 

metal. 

99. The lead contents of old batteries may be removed manually 

or, where large quantities are concerned, by crushing and separation 

processes baaed on the difference in density between lead and other 

«aterials.    In the first  instance, wet or dry sieving is employed, 

in the second instance a separation vessel is used containing a 

liquid of the appropriate specific gravity to achieve separation 

of the lead. 

ï Î 100.    The principal thermal methods of recovery vary to some 

¡ft extent but most of the« employ a flux and a reducing agent.    Recov- 

eries may be low due to losses in fumes and slag matte resulting 

from the sulphur content of the scrap, although the sulphur may 

be removed by washing the scrap in a concentrated solution of 

sodium carbonate.    The washed scrap is then smelted in a réver- 

bérât ory furnace at 800° to 900°C using anthracite as a reducing 

M^^iaiÊÊmÊÊÊÊÊMÊÊÊÊÊmmÊmiÊiÊÊiÊ^m^ÊÊ^Êii^mÊÊÈm^^mmmu^^^^^Êim^mÊ 
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agent and a flux of soda ash, borax and fluorspar.  There is a 

98.5 per cent recovery of the lead and antimony contents with 

negligible losses to the fumes and slag. 

101. In a Japanese patent for the processing of old battery plates 

and half their weight of antimony slimes (55 per cent antimony), 

they are heated at 700 C with 5 per cent wood charcoal, 10 per cent 

sodium carbonate and 10 per cent coal tar. The resulting yield is 

about 92 per cent with 18 per cent antimony in the alloy. 

102. An electric furnace i used in another Japanese patent; 

93.5 per cent of the lead is recovered without pre-treatment for 

the elimination of sulphur. Sulphur dioxide is led from the 

furnace through a bored graphite electrode. 

103. Both natural draft and electric shaft furnaces have also 

been operated successfully with recoveries of 87 per cent of the 

lead.  In lower temperature operations at 36O C, the melt is 

mechanically stirred with a flux of sulphur and sodium hydroxide. 

The advantages of this type of recovery are the relatively low 

temperature, the high purity of the reclaimed metal, the absence 

of fumes, low losses and no special apparatus required. 

104. Rotary furnaces operating at temperatures of about 85O C can 

be used. The charge of batteiy plates is melted with 2 per cent 

sodium carbonate, 2 per cent coke, charcoal or anthracite, 

0.5 per cent sodium chloride and 0.5 per cent cast iron filings. 

Losses to fumes are high, but if they are recovered in a bag-house 

and reme It ed, the yield may be improved. 

105. In a rotary drum furnace operation, the charge of battery 

scrap lead containing 20 per cent (by weight) lead oxides is 

treated with solid carbon (lO per cent of the charge weight) using 

10 per cent sodium carbonate as a drossing agent. The dross-free 

molten lead is pumped into a refining furnace and treated with 

sulphur to remdve copper. After removing the copper dross, the 

metal is refined further by treatment with a mixture of sodium 

hydroxide and sodium nitrate. 

106. Electrolytic methods to reclaim battery lead are operative 

on a laboratory or pilot-plant scale. There may b« an opportunity 
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for developing countries to adopt the electrolytic recovery method 

in the future. 

107. Cable sheath  lead resources are fewer and more sporadic than 

battery scrap.    Cable factories  tend to use their own process scrap; 

the scrap that reaches the secondary refiners has usually been 

stripped from old cables.    In this case it is necessary to remove 

the impurities. 

108. In developed countries resources  of lead from sheet   and pipes, 

and other miscellaneous uses are steadily received by the refiners, 

but in the developing countries,  these resources are small because 

these uses of lead are not as widespread.    Due to the inhomogeneity 

of this class of scrap,  it is given a comprehensive refining treat- 

ment  to remove all  the common impurities,  such as copper,   iron, 

arsenic,  antimony  and tin. 

109. The refining treatment consists of melting the charge in a 

large cast  iron basin equipped with a mechanical stirring device. 

The dross formed during melting is skimmed off and treated sepa- 

rately.    The molten lead is transferred to a refining kettle where 

copper and iron are removed by the action of sulphur and ammonium 

chloride.    Arsenic, tin and antimony are removed by a sodium 

hydroxide base flux.    Depending upon the scale of operations, the 

fumes may be treated to recover additional metal. 

110. Other patented processes and techniques are available for 

treating scrap in the form of powder,  filings, borings,  other 

miscellaneous scrap and scrap containing other less common impuri- 

ties.    High-bismuth, lead and copper-base waste material may be 

treated by these methods.    Using both aqueous solutions and fused 

salts as jieotrolytes, two electrolytic methods have been developed 

to remove several impurities such as bismuth, antimony,  copper and 

silver. 

111.    Lead is the principal constituent of foundry type used in 

the newspaper industry.    This Is re-cycled several times a day 

with a progressive depletion of the lead content.    After a numbsr 

of cycles it is returned to the smelter and the composition is 

adjusted by the addition of suitable alloys. 
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112. Recovery operations lead to the  formation of as much as 

25 per cent dross.    Several processes have been developed for 

treating dross.     Heating in a réverbérâtory furnace with  sodium 

hydroxide can produce  lead of 93 to 97  per cent purity,   while a 

65  per cent  recovery of  lead may be achieved in a rotary drum 

furnace with sodium carbonate and calcium fluoride.     Blast furnace 

slags have been treated with powdered coal  and air and the reduced 

metals vapourized  and oxidized to obtain high percentages of 

recovered zinc and lead.    Slags containing lead oxide have been 

treated successfully with barium oxide,  sodium carbonate  and sodium 

chloride at  200     to 300  C;  the lead separates at the bottom. 

Fusion treatment  of slags with calcium sulphate and sodium sulphate 

is  effective. 

113. A two—stage process involves the use of an electric furnace. 

In the first stage, copper and noble metals are extracted into a 

matte, while zinc,  cadmium,  lead and the rare metals are volatilized. 

In the second stage, the remaining lead and zinc are extracted. 

Other processes include cementation with carbon-saturated liquid 

cast  iron,   electrolytic  treatment of slag at high temperatures and 

leaching with an alkali  solution.    In the latter process,  arsenic, 

tin and antimony are converted to their respective sodium salts; 

lead is recovered from the residue. 

114. The metallurgical wastes of slimes,  tailings,  fumes and 

dusts have widely varying lead content and contain impurities 

difficult to remove.    Although these wastes are difficult to 

collect,  they are of sufficient significance to warrant  their 

treatment.    There is a number of thermal,  hydrometallurgical and 

electrolytic processes and patents for recovery methods. 

Recovery of secondary  sinn 

115. The residues formed during galvanizing are dross,  ash, flux 

skimmings and steam blowings when tubes are manufactured.    Zinc 

dross is the most important as it contains a high content of zinc 

which can readily be extracted.    Ash is used in zinc compounds. 

116. Dross contains as much as 95 P«r cent of zinc and is thus a 

rich source for extraction of the matai.    It may be used directly 
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for the manufacture of zinc dust by melting and distillation; this 

simple and low-cost operation requires good control techniques. 

117. For the recovery of pure zinc, distillation processes are 

generally used. The dross is heated to a temperature above the 

volatilization temperature of zinc, and the escape vapours are 

collected as liquid metal in a condenser. There are few impuri- 

ties in the metal; relatively pure zinc with recoveries of up to 

95 per cent is obtained. 

118. The aluminium process is not widely used. It is based on 

the principle that aluminium has greater affinity for iron than 

zinc and can thus displace zinc from the zinc-iron alloy. Alumin- 

ium is added to a bath containing zinc scrap and forms compounds 

with the iron which float on the surface of the molten zinc. A 

clean separation of the zinc is not possible but separation is 

improved by a lead treatment. The yield is good if the process is 

continuous. The equipment required is simple and inexpensive. A 

centrifuging technique has been developed in connexion with this 

process. 

119. There are other processes for dross such as sweating cut the 

zinc by liquidation or heating and then decanting the supernatant 

liquid metal. The methods are simple, but the yield is low and the 

metal is usually contaminated with iron. 

120. The zinc content of galvanizer's ash varies between 70 and 

90 per cent. Galvanizer's ash also contains lead, iron, chlorides 

and other matter. Much of the zinc is in metallic form. The 

coarser fractions are usually returned to the galvanizing pot 

through an open cylinder located in a corner of the bath. The 

heat of the galvanizing pot melts the metal in the ash. The metal 

then runs into the bath with an 80 to 90 per cent recovery. 

121. Generally, however, ash is treated in externally fired 

crucibles or rotary furnaces with a suitable chloride based flux 

at a temperature of 40O0 to 500 C. The ash is stirred gently to 

break the exterior oxide surface and to allow the molten zinc to 

coalesce. Recoveries of 80 per cent have been claimed. The spent 
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ash can be used by the chemical industry to manufacture chemical 

compounds or by the smelters to recover the zinc. 

122. Flux skimmings are residues from the wet galvanizing process 

and are composed of zinc oxides, zinc chlorides and other chlorides, 

and some metallic zinc. Generally they are consumed by the chemical 

industry, but high-purity zinc can be obtained from them. One pro- 

cess involves the reaction of the skimmings wihh lime, as a result 

of which zinc chloride and other metals are converted into oxides, 

and calcium chloride is obtained as a by-product. After treatment 

in a ball mill with petroleum coke and burnt pebble, the oxide is 

heated in a graphite crucible containing molten calcium chloride. 

Zinc oxide is reduced and the metal collected in a condenser. 

123. Scrap of old die-castings is usually tested for the recovery 

of zinc by distillation or used to manufacture zinc oxide. 

124. Flashlight battery cells are probably the largest source of 

scrap zinc sheets, but their collection is a problem. Other resi- 

dues include sludges from the chemical industry and from alloying 

and smelting operations in the metallurgical industry. Often, 

special methods or a combination of techniques are required for 

an economical recovery. 

Economic aspects of the recovery of lead and zinc 

125. The economic aspects of the recovery of lead and zinc differ 

very little from those relative to other non-ferrous metals. There 

are, however, some special factors involved. 

126. Problems in the acquisition of scrap are important in the 

economice of the secondary metals industry. To illustrate this 

point, exhausted flashlight batteries ire not collected, whereas 

automobile batteries ara collected because the value of the metal 

they contain makes this worthwhile. Efforts should be increased 

to recover more of them. There should be growing resources of 

die-cast scrap, but some is lost because frequently it is mixed 

with assorted metallic scrap. However, the residues are uniform 

and command a fair price. 
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127. In addition to the costs  of acquisition and transport, 

there are costs for sorting and removal of impurities.    Good clean 

scrap requires little sorting and a simple refining treatment. 

Intermediate operations  are necessary prior to the actual  recovery 

processes for lead batteries and also  for assorted scrap  from 

machine shops that  are mixtures  of various metals.     The cost of 

these operations may be  the decisive  factor  in economical  recovery. 

128. Certain manufacturing processes require virgin metal,  and 

reclamation of articles  from these processes produces secondary 

metal that  cannot be fed back and other outlets must be  found. 

An example  is die—casting of zinc alloys.     In this case,   it is 

necessary xo produce zinc  or oxides by distillation to compete 

with other equally  suited raw materials such as dross and ash. 

129. In general,   scrap and residue prices follow the prevailing 

price for virgin metal;   there  is a relatively stable balance 

regardless of fluctuations and scarcity in the market.     In some 

zinc-importing countries,   the price of residues is  frequently 

higher than the price of imported virgin zinc in times of scarcity. 

This situation is often created by the pressure of demand  in another 

consuming industry such as brass manufacture,  which may use drosses 

in its process and is prepared to pay the higher prices.     In this 

event,  zinc recovery would be unprofitable. 

130. In large countries the freight charges for transport of zinc 

and lead scrap may be prohibitive,  especially if the scrap-producing 

industry is distant from the secondary metal refiners.    Then a plant 

could profitably establish its own refinery rather than sell its 

residues. 

131. A number of developing countries have a low per capita 

consumption of metals,   particularly lead and zinc.    They  include 

countries of Latin America,  Africa,   the Middle East,  India and 

South-East  Asia.     In their industrial expansion,  the consumption 

of lead and  zinc  is  increasing at  a faster rate than that   of the 

world average - from 2?5,000 tons of zinc in I96I to an expected 

700,000 tons by 1975 and  from 180,000 tons of lead to 500,000 tons. 

These figuren indicate the potential  of the secondary metals indus- 

try in these areas. 
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132. It   is expected that  per capita consumption of these devel- 

oping countries will be very much   in  line with the consumption of 

the   industrialized countries   in  a decade.     In a number of developing 

countries  battery grids are   imported,   but   in  others  the complete 

battery  is manufactured.     The   former have  little use  for the battery 

scrap resources,  while the others use  them.     Because the collection 

and reclamation industries have   not   been developed,   less  secondary 

lead   is used than in industrialized countries.     An opportunity  for 

secondary metal recovery,   therefore,   may exist,   but   its economic 

development  is retarded due to  the  lack of adequate  facilities. 

133. In developing countries,   realization of the need to improve 

the use of scrap and residues   is   increasing,   but   in the absence of 

technical   know-how it  is difficult   to  establish a stable secondary 

metals  industry.    Nevertheless,   profitable  industries have developed, 

albeit by trial and error,  but   the rate of progress has been slow 

even where  suitable technical  personnel were available.    This may 

be attributed to the reluctance  of  industrialists to finance 

unproven projects.    The situation will  undoubtedly change as  larger 

volumes  of secondary metals become available. 

134. Lack of foreign exchange  prevents  imports of lead and zinc 

in many developing countries.     While this suggests a favourable 

situation  for the establishment   of secondary metal  refineries,   there 

are other inhibiting features  such as  lack of know-how,   instability 

of prices  and uncertain supply conditions;  as a result,  residues 

are exported or not used effectively. 

Use of copper scrap 

135.     Copper sorap resources from industriai processes include 

cuttings,  punchings, wire,  tube ends,  extrusion discards and the 

like.     Little refining is required;  this scrap may be melted in 

crucible,   réverbérâtory,  rotary  or  induction furnaces and used for 

ingots or shapes.    Copper from heavy electrical cables may also be 

included if it is stripped from the insulation and sheathing ana 

its soldered joints and connexions removed. 
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136. Plumbers scrap forms  a high proportion of domestic scrap.   It 

includes lengths of pipe and  tube,   cistern balls,   water cylinders 

and boilers  and water heaters.     Hot-stamped brass,   cast  brass or 

gun metal  fittings are often attached.    Tee-pieces  soldered onto 

the tube and soldered joints are  frequently found;   if they are 

melted in the charge,  the  resulting tin,  lead and  zinc require 

additional refining.    Where  labour costs are low,   such components 

may be cut  from the scrap,   thereby upgrading it,   saving the costs 

of refining and the waste of tin and lead.    The solder-bearing 

pieces may be melted for the production of gun metal  alloys. 

137. Where larger quantities  of solder are to be  found,  a simple 

sweating process,   in which the components are heated to a tempera- 

ture above the melting point  of the solder,  may be  employed to 

recover as much solder as  possible.    After sweating,   the scrap may 

be fire-refined to copper or incorporated in the production of gun 

metals. 

138. Tinned copper is found in scrap electrical  cables and wires, 

utensils,  and food and drink manufacturing equipment.    To avoid 

waste of the tin,  this scrap should be used in the production of 

bronze for the foundry industry;  lead and zinc must not be in the 

charge. 

139. Automobile radiators represent an ever increasing source of 

copper and copper alloy scrap.    They may be sweated to recover 

solder and afterwards used in the production of gun metal or 

foundry brass. 

140. When labour costs are low,  electrical switchgear and bus-bar 

installations may be broken into small pieces and the non-metallic 

portions removed.    Soldered ends, tinned ends and cable connectors 

may be cut from them to obtain lengths and pieces  of une ont am i nat ed 

copper.    The ends may be used for the production of foundry alloys. 

141. Insulated copper wire is a valuable source of copper scrap, 

but its recovery presents problems of environmental pollution. 

Mechanical stripping may be used, but the most elementary process 

is to burn the wire in the open air or in a furnace.    Large volumes 

of black smoke are produced, which are undesirable in densely 
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populated areas.  If the wire is insulated with PVG, chlorine, 

phosgene and lead oxides are emitted. Under no circumstances 

should the emitted lead oxides fall upon agricultural land.  After 

burning, the residue is riddled to separate copper from ash.  The 

disadvantages of burning are losses of small particles of copper 

and severe oxidation of the remaining copper unless the temperature 

is kept as low as possible. 

142. Occasionally locomotive fire-box plate is received at the 

refineries. As it usually contains arsenical copper with 0.3 to 

O.5 per cent arsenic, it can be remelted and used for the produc- 

tion of water pipes. 

143. The major resources of copper-bearing residues are from 

industrial processes and include slags, sweepings, skimmings, 

flue-dusts and scales.  In the secondary copper industry, it is 

usual to screen the residues and heat them in a simple blast 

furnace with scrap iron, limestone and coke.  The residues may 

be subjected to agglomeration and charged. The basic operation 

consists in oxidizing the copper in the furnace and reducing it 

with the iron of the furnace burden. A black copper is produced 

which is passed to the converter for further processing, to blister 

and finally to cathode by electrolysis. 

144. Because high-purity mill scales are essentially copper 

oxides, they can be directly smelted in reverberatory or rotary 

furnaces using reducing agents. 

145« If labour costs are low, electric motors can be broken and 

the metallic copper removed manually for processing. Otherwise 

they are processed in a blast furnace. Contaminated brass, bronze 

and the like are also treated in a blast furnace. 

Technology and equipment 

146. The use of copper scrap has become a major industry in the 

industrialized oountries and provides almost half of their require- 

ments of copper. Concurrently, with the recovery of pure copper 

by fire-refining technology and by electrolytic methods, copper 

alloys such ac bronze and gun metal ara manufactured and sold as 
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ingots to the foundry industry. The technology used in the proces- 

sing plants enables competitive production of secondary and primary 

netals. 

147. Much   of the process scrap  generated by the wrought  non-ferrous 

metals   industry  is consumed   internally  in a refinery's own melting 

and casting  shops,  and very  little  reaches the secondary metal 

smelter.     This  scrap is usually   rigorously  segregated and sold as 

parcels  of uniform quality.     It   requires little treatment  and  is 

used for the  production of high-ouality rolling slabs and extrusion 

billets. 

148. Scrap  from worn out  and  discarded equipment  and consumer 

goods is generally low grade  and  is contaminated with tin,   lead, 

iron,   zinc,   cadmium and non-metallic components.    The extent  of 

the contamination determines whether  it  is to be fire-refined or 

electrolytically refined. 

Sorting and grading of copper  scrap 

149. Scrap may be delivered to the refineries already sorted 

and graded to standards prescribed by internationally recognized 

authorities  such as the United States National Association of 

Secondary Metal Industries  (NASMl).     Consignments are usually 

checked to  ensure compliance with the standard of scrap purchased. 

Samples of mixed scrap are melted and assayed.    The purchase price 

is based on copper content,   therefore accuracy in sampling and 

assaying is very significant. 

150. Scrap  in which the percentage of impurities  is low and 

confined to elements such as  lead and tin which are easily removed 

by fire refining is segregated,   batched and refined as a parcel. 

It is suitable for the production of shapes.    Low-grade scrap may 

be similarly treated for the manufacture of ingots for remelting 

and alloying purposes.    Heavily contaminated scrap and residues 

in which the percentage of impurities is high (especially elements 

not removed in fire refining such as nickel),  are usually fire- 

refined to produce a batch of metal that will be homogeneous in 

character for ultimate electrolytic refining.    Where converter 

facilities exist, scrap may be processed directly in the converter. 



• 
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151. Gun metal,   brass,   bronze and other alloys of copper are 

generally sorted by the  collector and sorted further into batches 

by the refiners  for the   production of  ingots.    Occasionally,   tha 

copper,  tin  and  zinc content may be  recovered.    Other materials 

of high copper content  are concentrated in batches; their copper 

content and  impurity levels determine the most economical refining 

method, i.e.   fire  refining or electrolytic  refining. 

The technology of fire refining 

152. The major foreign elements in copper scrap aure tin, lead 

and iron;  the quantities present may be reduced in each case to 

tolerable limits by fire refining.    Among the -ninor elements, 

cadmium and sulphur are readily eliminated but the removal of 

arsenic is a rather more complex process.     Nickel, on the other 

hand, cannot be eliminated.    The analysis  of the parcels of scrap 

will indicate whether there are non-removable elements  in it  and 

the necessary degree of refining. 

153. A large refinery will have recourse  to linear programming 

technique« usin* a high-speed computer to optimise the use of scrap; 

but this is not necessary in smaller refineries.    The composition 

of the charge is very  important} a successful remult is obtain*« 

only if tl.e sampling artd assay have been carried out accurately. 

154. The fire-refining process is based em the oxidation of  impu- 

rities by blowing sir through * bath of molten copper,    flemesits 

such M cadmium and sulphur voUtilise and are eliminated through 

the fuiwce flue.    Refractory tin,   lead and iron onde« float  on 

the surface of the bath and are collected  in a slag.    The efficiency 

of the process is controlled by the degree of o*id*Uo*i eloewsiv* 

oxidation cause« unnecessary  loss ©f copper in the »lag.    Th* 

oxygen content  is usually limites te 1.2 pmr eewt far the immnil 

of tU «** 0.8 to 1.0 per cent fer the rmmwwei ©f lem*. 

155. Send is ummaüy the carrier slag for thee« treatments.     It 

•oat be completely molten ani is c#*fl«t«ly liepereid la Ihm heth 

by »lowing *ir through the melt.    0*»« the ©xyge» eemtmmt ef the 

hath aas reach** the figure« •>•*•* •*•*»• •• f*H»»r Mem» mkt im 



intrincad   =md tne  si**  IS skiswted  off.     Purti»r  H^iiuf «n«r«ly 

i rv; !••%«•*  «li« leases without   ^ii1*ti-»n -^f   idtiti^i   impurity. 

?h«  «n#»lt   is   nov n%t*r\îmà  with   - .pr«^ ¿s   >*ii«. 

1%.      "h©   ^pr«n^   -fi i«   i«  r««14>»1   * - *»t%iii-   —PP#r  t-f  tfc« 

"pM in*" pr-"?M¿   m whi'h rr«*»-.   >r#«   »rmk.«   »r«  a» *-K   int=> th« 

mol»«n   ^PP«r;   w   »fc«y   r-.m   mi^r  th»   »¿rf-va   <f  th« *»lt,  »h« 

3iy««-n  m  tu« *«lt   "«fii« *i^  th«   ^rt^n  wí   m  r«!«-m»«<1   %«  -•» 

f%«.     In %««v  i»  **!•  *'** !1at«rwin«  w*«t*«r  firth«r tr«%t*«nt«  %r« 

n«cM«%ry.     Th«  polín* -•%«•«   *t    >. I   p«r  ««nt   ny*an  ind   M««B« 

U  r*cn«Mno«d,     *>>• *r«*tm«nt«  *r«  ^'nUiiid  intii  tr.«   lwptntj 

!•*•!* «r«  •a,ti«f»ctory.    Aft«r th«   fin*\   po'in* **« ^#-P»»^ 

-opp«r «hould h»r« !"V>*  to •J.O*. p«r   -«ni   ny*j«n.     M   '*»  ** *«wtt- 

dif«d  by th« *dditi>n of pfco«phori«,   if •  p*<»r*»r>i—â9**Uk—à 

copper ia  r«ruir^.    Ar»«nl- 1*1 M  r«»ov€*l fey «éAtt« »««lu» 

c»rt>cm*t« to th« Mit  »ftar th« tin  «nd 1»«4 h*»« 

all ovin* it   te  r«>*ct   for %N>-*t   P «nn^tM. 

It 

•f 

1»,?.      AltMV«*   MJV   »*««â«ry   ©«»•»*   I^flM**««   4M ««»ttMM*   M 

•Misant *•##«• ^MtiNf Mti*«l« f«e «Mr» §**ièm%im.   IM Will of 

»ir» e.*r» «ni i^##ta %r« «M%   n»t» M*UMM«1 «Ml«« *f 

narfi«* <m  iirft fsMttajf aM#la.     TM»» ••*• «w*1  **••*• 

to MA«,  raj**ir« • «m-vMl Mount  »f Msftfoi*«;,   •*%••»   i M M* 

tMàr jMfttl lift tMgr   *.r« r«% rMé  %• tM Nme«.    '«r law«*' 

v®ìt*M ye-mmtiom, >u*K-tT**« *m%   ir®m »MIM mm 1» mmmA tm 

iaajvta, kilitti mm* »MM.    UMIM*,  faa» »M i«*t«r prMk»%»t 

Mtfp^Ml«! eofpM #*iïêa •*• r*»*«*«*i»« 

vit* a «l«*ff •* »«•• •»* *•* •*• •*•***# •• 

«M   «1U   » »lM**t   »Il   Mi «MM»  *FM«iM 

l^t.     iM  Mitili«  %MM**t«M   t«  «*ri«tl/   MMMtlM  fe#   **•  «M * 

il«« prr«Mt«r« ntl MilMt *tt»l  tUffM^m  if H» 

it i« ••*« ÉAfMUj fro» IM Mmt, * r»Mfi»j •••"••••*• 

U tMatùM,    Otfi««i #*•«!•«* «M  ^«M i«t«it «f %M MS« I« 

i!f MB«r»ll«i Má 1M M« •€ %M mmrfmm •# ti» 



V 

r»t«   if   na«   i".  t*«  w<vi' 'S,   th«  p ifitf   ^f th«  ««til   %nd th«  shap« 

«air, tjpff  .»f  f*m*cff 

ì ^ *.     ìn *«m«r%I   A««   *r«  r«""-»*/^!*!-,   r«v«rMr-*t.->ry   f.rn*e«*   >f 

4p  ti   4»«    t >n«   nji*uti   that   *r«   fir«4   by   oil   ->r  p».Iv«rii»d  fi«i. 

TM t»,*fT*«f«   *r«   i-.«'#t#c|  *•.    v.« mna  %ml   th«  .^t»*«   *t   th«   othmr. 

Th*rffi>w ÌJ"P«  *r«   -«  <»«  «i-i«;   *  fM.u*<v  »»1  «Hiamn* io«r   la »t   th« 

*•»%•*•  «ni.     * t«f h,*l«  »f  «•  %M «i«*«  ofpo*i%« t->  th« ©fc»rfiac 

4*w.     â «.¿«MM*«  or »pmms-**^^   ff)&r  *• ìHm«tr^%»«i.     Th« eter««- 

»*#%••it« M*rtfe >*•***lljr  iMMi «p*l l-rf*ift«nt   firf-bncfc »bw« tM 

m«t«l   UM.    S«lf-trof«*tk.mi*iéT *>**«•/• *r« «•»•rnlljr   *»«^ »Uh 

M«*y   r*«ì  ail  fowr firmai  fruiti« if «ft«« ««A»  in «iám«* for 

fM .ill   **p?l/  f« <*•• é*nm f*»liff *•** ««•%!•«. 

lèo       Mot Mr |N.f»4l«r f-*m*r«  i»  IM r »t»ry  furnan« »*«à"ï*i   i« 

•atr«a*l/ #«r»«lil« ani *m M   *ff* inlfffittfwUjr  «r ^<H%«ìA««^M1/. 

fStfM0«M of tM« *r?*> «•• «ylt«**fi«»t  •*• •»• ••M*M* a* r#ll«r* 

*# »«VVJit  r"»t«tin%,   4**s   lanr««« tntf %M «Mffwal  fffieiffay  fc.f 

Mi«#nn«ì tM  *M#gf   »•»*•  *<m*frtt  »ti*   tM *«*   fi*r*«*»f wir..    TM 

f»fMM«*tff «ff flail«* %» tM<«a •*••«  i» rf»a»Mr»%ofy n*n*a»«f, 

«né IM  r«finin# •**«**•#**•« •** ^mnimê m%   m IM mmm «•*• 

161.     1  «fciPé  tjp« ®f fi*f*a*f  i«   tM  -m  Wf atlfaar  fiMN, a*if* 

t« «MMUtlli * «a»n um** wwKfrt»; ftfaaaa »it* •• àwtf*» 

r*f*ftf  ,*#*taM,    »ti  Mfwa«v •*• 1*»«M4 i« «M »ff««it« *»tl M 

IM *•>-*•»•»  fi«*«**« •»• «am«* «•**"• •»••••*• •!«• •*»» •**• 

itw« tl «wit« •«• flmm la«* tM 

t«?i« •#• »Mil«* %• MM» i« wwüniiiy twmmmmt 

!• tlJMi fit» * Hie»! #••<•  fif«>-%ate*      lilti^f If 

et*a«   f«r fff^i ffllff.    fkU If Mf4 •** 
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Quality control 

162.    The metallurgical and economic success of the  fire-refining 

process depends upon the quick and accurate control  of impurity 

levels and oxygen contents.     A multi-channel direct-reading spectre 

graph enables  a rapid analysis and an assessment  of the efficiency 

of the refining procees.    Optical  oxygen determinations are easily 

and quickly carried out to check the proper oxidizing and reducing 

„roc.—..    Th« secondary copper refinery should also have complete 

faciline, for wet-chemical analysis of other elements than those 

for which the apectrograph  is u.ed.    Absorptiometry  analysis equip- 

••„t is useful  in the determination of phosphorus.     Copper intended 

for electrical UM will require that the conductivity be measured 

on an electrical bridge.    Facilities for etching and examining 

.•cUon. of caatii*. are necessary to «sure the quality of the 

east product•• 

w 

I 
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5.    QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS IN THE RECOVERY OF 
NON-FERROUS SCRAP METAL 

163. The desired quality of the refined product is determined by 

the  intended end-use and  is controlled by the appropriate manufac- 

turing specification.     ScraM and wastes of various origins are 

treated to obtain products of acceptable quality, but there  is 

always an unavoidable scatter in the chemical composition of the 

principal elements as well as of the impurities.    This precludes 

the use of these materials for the production of wrought products 

to a large extent,  so that the foundry industry is the main 

customer for such scrap.    This is, of course, particularly true 

for aluminium alloys, brass, gun metal and bronze. 

164. The chemical composition must be controlled in order to 

produce the following required properties: 

(a) Good castability and other casting properties; 

(b) Machinability; 

(c) Mechanical  properties; 

(d) Corrosion resistance} 

(e) Tightness. 

Aluminium casting alloys 

165«    Al**iniua casting alloys may be grouped into four major 

olasses for foundry purposes: 

(a) Alloys for general purposes; 

(b) Corrosion-resistant alloys; 

(c) Heat-re sis tant alloys; 

(d) Special alloys for particular uses. 

166.    In alloys for general purposes machinability and good 

casting properties are required.   Higher hardness *e ne rally 
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improves machinability;   this may be engendered by the presence  of 

alloying elements.     Non-metallic  inclusions  must be  avoided.     These 

alloys exhibit tendencies to hot-cracking and shrinkage;  good 

foundry practice can prevent these problems. 

167. Iron is an undesirable impurity in some casting methods. 

For castings in sand moulds and permanent moulds other than for 

pressure die-castings,  the iron content must be as low as possible. 

Levels of 1.0 to 1.5 per cent  iron are usually employed when pres- 

sure  die-casting,  as the  iron prevents the  casting from sticking 

in the mould.    In the manufacture of the ingots for pressure die- 

casting of secondarj materials,  the iron content  is increased,   if 

necessary,  or is retained when present in satisfactory quantities. 

168. Copper is a valuable alloyirg element when it is present 

between 1.0 and 5.O per cent with a mean tolerance of about 

I.5 per cent.    Magnesium  increases both the elastic limit and the 

hardness,  but it decreases elongation values and is reputed to 

impair casting properties.    The refiner must control the consistent 

magnesium content  in deliveries because of its effects during 

casting in the customer's foundry.    Other elements,  including 

manganese,   nickel,   lead,   tin and chromium are usually found at 

allowable limits,   3 per cent  zinc may be allowed. 

169. Metals that are more noble than aluminium present a danger 

to corrosion resistance.    Copper, nickel and zinc  fall in thie 

category, and their contents are strictly limited to 0.05 V*r cent, 

0.10 per cent and 0.I5 per cent respectively.    The magnesiu» and 

silicon contents must be constant to avoid variations in casting 

properties. 

170. Heat-resistant alloys are required in the automotive industry, 

and consistent quality is important both in the foundry and during 

service.    Good deformation resistance and a thermal expansion 

similar to that of cast iron are necessary.    Theae requirement» are 

met by alloys containing copper, nickel, magnesiu* and iron, 

together with a high silicon content.    The Y-alloys are typical. 

Deoxidante are the only special alloy« for particular uses that 

are made from scrap. 
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171.    Chemical composition is best determined by the direct- 

reading spectrograph,   using standards based  on  the  alloy being 

tested ratner than on  standards extrapolated  from  those   for pure 

materials.    These  standards   should  be cast   into  specimen standard 

sets  under  foundry conditions.     Analysis of actual   ingots should 

be  avoided because of   the HIde  compositional  scatter.     Other 

controls  are the  measurement  of gas content  and   the machining and 

polishing of sections   for  the  detection of hard  spots.     Hech*nical 

properties may b« controlled  by  tensile  test bars cast   in pe: 

nent dies. 

Coppar-b»»e  fomttor »Uojrt 

172.    CcpfT ©f Hifh eo«du«tiirit/   is rarely *m4  im th*  foundry 

indu« try.    ihen coM*»r  it «e«df  tha »•**•! »tM  i» ta  aort» m\% 

and ondile tha  aerea  to féwom  the  IIM and  pfce«pfc«Mrua cent »At. 

Ti» li raraly rmmvé.    The cwyr—*» mie* AiaaelwN  i* ta* e»lt 

la  reduced fey tha addi tie« of m*m—i<m m ta*  f»f» «f  Vi »•* •••* 

iroppar laafmnliai »11 oy at tk*  rmf  sf 0.0*. par «t«i of tè* wi#t 

of the charfe.     If ***• is   i*a*ffleiaiit,  fwtfcar additi*«« at ta* 

rate of O.Oi p*r  cent  ara mmém.     Ha» e##f*r e*M*r.t  la  aawaillf 

99  to ?9.5 9*r east. 

175.    Bronte ua^aU? e#*taiwa ft«  lì »*r e**t ti*.    1W ti» 

content   ia ear*fwUy e««tr®li*4 PM*MI af Ha fcigfc aria*» «*d **• 

bron»e e*tat a«  i*a*a«**lf  frea ef  lead.    A« tais eìaiaaat la M* 

eaaily rmmofmd ay at It in*,   iaadad aro«»a Mnf *#*t  lead «Mat aat 

»* ar***M t» tè» ©è»***.    Si» a»*»»    • •*•*!•# i» **A« 

Other karaful alenante ara  el Ufi»*», ala»»« i «ft »ma a*l»e>*»|   11 

ala» è* reetrlet*<t èwt  aietaal  &• •••»léwfftd *<t* irai eat t« 

•f M  I» »waif  i« fcamfml  %* 

t. 

174.     INN  »• 

caattaf.     Tyaioai 

i» ta*  fa^adry fa« e**d «««tía« Mí fa» **•• 

aaa*eiti»«a ara a* fallaejet 

Par a**4 «Mtiaf,  UM sapa»? **at**t r»a«et  fra* 1} ta 
él ptw «§*t| tèa l**i latMtt la Ì.0 r*r 
fia MtHal i» 1.0 m i.S fftf M*«l tè» 
ftalpèw Mi mlwàimxwm la ©«©** §•» 

#f allí**»* 
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Por die-casting, the brass contains more zinc than those 
for sand casting with a deliberate addition of aluminium 
to moderate zinc volatilization. The usual copper content 
is 59 to 64 per cent; the maximum content of lead is 
2 per cent; the maximum content of tin and aluminium is 
0.8 per cent each. 

175. The increasing popularity of copper aluminium alloys bears 

the risk of their contamination cf other alloys.  Therefore, these 

alloys must be carefully sorted from other alloys. Various copper 

aluminium alloys are used for sand and permanent mould casting. 

The latter are usually made from virgin metal, however.there is a 

market for secondary ingots used in sand casting. These castings 

may contain iron, nickel and manganese, but zinc and tin contents 

must be avoided.  The total impurity content may not exceed 

0.8 per cent. The maximum aluminium content is 1.0 per cent. 

Quality control in the preparation 
of scrap for recovery 

176. The main method to sort discarded articles is manual; the 

experience of the sorter is very important. The tin content of 

bronsse may be determined by measuring the hardness on a Brinell 

machine: 

Brinell hardness Tin 

Below    80 J3elow    8 

80-95 8-12 

95-II5 12-14 

Above II5 Above 14 

Rapid analysis techniques may also be helpful to sort scrap) they 

include drop testing, electrochemical potential and spectrograph/t 

and electrical conductivity measurements. 

177. Automatic sortine is used mainly to separate white metal and 

copper-base «lloye. Agitation and screening at a temperature 

between the twitlug points of the alloys in a furnace fitted with 

a rotating sc re*» is very effective. 

I'm*    •>!•««*» «*i cut tin« oils may be removed by centrifugum, 

fell eve* »y a bot-wter waah with cleansing aftntm« Frequently 



f.~>.   — 

the scrap is further dried in a kiln. The magneti- ^tvirMi" f 

ferrous materials from dry scrtp is a cheap ml e'f*'-t iv *;rtin,# 

method. 

179.     Briquetting is popular  in  the copper   industry;  hurfc-pre-» - *re 

baling presses are  in general   use.     Although   it   if     Ui-^1  th*t 

baling reduces melting losses,   this   is  open   to   iu««ti   r'..     The  *»i" 

advantage of briquetting  is  that   furnace charging   is  fmiter, 

furthermore   storage  space  and handling are  mor* e^rvr*j.c-%l   f->r 

briquettes. 

Quality control  in smelting and refining 

I80.     Quality control of the  fire-refining process for copper 

scrap has been discussed in paragraph 162 of this report.    The 

bronze  refining process of oxidation and reduction  is similar to 

the refining of copper.    The process may be employed with or with- 

out slag, but better ingots are produced with a slag layer,  5 to 

10 cm thick.    The slag can be used for several melts}   its fluidity 

is maintained by the addition of fluorspar.    A typical  eia« is 

formed from the following chemicalsî 

Borax 

Calcium carbonate 

Sodium carbonate 

Silica 

per cent 

15 

25 

35 

25 

Without slag, the refining process proceeds by progressive oxida- 

tion by air of iron, zinc, silicon, manganese and aluniniu«. Some 

oxides that adhere to the lining are removed by washing the furnace 

with a flux of sodium carbonate and silica; the metallic silicate» 

are reduced by the addition of pulverized coal, and the metals 

recovered. The final reduction is achieved with phosphorus addi- 

tions. The sulphur is removed by sodium carbonate or by the 

addition of magnesium. 

181. Careful control of refining is necessary, particularly at 

the oxidizing stage, to prevent the loss of tin, zinc and lead. 
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18?.     brass is generally melted in batches by the  smelter.    The 

process is simple as there  is no gas pick-up.    Sodium chloride 

added at the end of the melt is a good cleansing agent. 

183«     Aluminium copper alloys are melted under slags of cryolite 

or calcium fluoride.     If manganese is present, manganese chloride 

is used as a slag;  it degasses strongly and may therefore intro- 

duce more manganese  into the melt.    As impurities are not elimi- 

nated, the sorting of scrap must be accurate. 

184.     liiere are  several aspects  to quality inspection.    To ensure 

homogeneous composition, all ingots of a single delivery to a 

foundry should be from the same charge or melt.    The direct- 

reading spectrograph is recommended to control chemical composition. 

Because of its  speed,  it is useful to determine changes in the 

composition.    Solidification under a reduced pressure of 150 grans 

of liquid metal  fro« the melt is useful to check whether degassing 

has been completed.    The surface of the ingot bar aust be inspected 

to ensure ti*at  splitting has not occurred.    Fracturing a slice fresi 

an ingot say reveal spots, blow-holes and the presence of slag. 
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Apart fron  the experts part ì-ipatiné* in  the meeting,   the 

following ?6  persona attended as  obs*- «r«.     "he four UWIBO repré- 

sentât ivee who participated are also listed below. 
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Tahar Abielnoumem 
Seed Haan 

Hallar Baiar.t-He¿«wark 
Gerhard Ci*)*» 
Heinrich 08ts 
Nana Reichert 
Friedrich Schafer 
Julius  Steiner 

PÌUop Balase 

Pera ee h wart Bejral 

Luciano Mercheei 
Slordano fi tali 

Beiaj 

Petra Mareu 

Joee Lai« Sobriac  Vicente 
Toce A e—nal JEü£* 

TtaMr Osane 

X. K. Bakhaev 

TOSMUfUi      Frane Proef 
Pikojevic' 

Casilio 
Per il i 6 

Putei* 

9tejl4 
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top****  '*»»   %IM> M*##f*i «     f  tf*«*i*r?  «it*'.«   r*r   *-*r, *-••   *t#ti««- 

ti^t  %**  «l## <*#  ••»#  ^f»«'}f*,r%i«* •f  KfM «'  w*ii#« WHIM  ÉV-»* 

#*-*  fïf   ti»  •me»?»«****««.     -•%<   *•-»•*   %*l%«r«««   «*i  -^*»i«  fM«Uin# 

4 ** ,;»r  partía*  af  tfca   «•••'lurf   !•%.«   i»   t«n»»i  fw« »at%»ry 

rn|,     -f%»  <N»ll*«tian 'it lN*tt«fi*a   it • «ill  **r#*wiaa4 »»«tar  -»f 

ti«  m-mmémmr «•«*!•  Ir»«»  Aie*   «WI*M • •»#*tf  aw»pi,f  • * »lé 

»*««•»»•• fw «*• t*«l»*«i«*  *»f »••i»    •*•****•• »•«••«• «4 

pr-<»»•••  %»-  «v*tl«»U  f*r  tu*  WMf*wy af  ltd  ff«« »•«•rj 

mrwç «itter •# • «•«*!  «MP •« «* *ll«f »f »Un«;.    1**«a   ia*i«É» 

ttoarwal   »1 «l«««r»l/«fce pr«ra«««at    •«•• af «Ma «to» %i*a*««#»«t 

ii9mavmm%m4ßm «Ml »  Urn ««4  affi !•»«»«*•    ri«Mn«« fut« 

•trà*§>*«igra •* «•*!• AM«*»«* a»t •!« AM« •#• %IM 

• f   •^«H^Äi^   IM4|   Um   fwfl»l«tf •*   »*A   •*«*   *•   WMftllf   •»•»!•• 

~raat«a*t #f ««Mr iMe-totritf miAM M«* M #•»«,  *M*«# »!•*• 

•«4  «M   UM  ta M«ftl»M««4  «M Mfj  »ft*» #•#»**»• MVMtl« 

lt*t**».ry pwaMMii« «hi MM>U* M»lti*f M4 rmtMmc 

tmr «M •»»#»•«m *f • *«• 4M)«9 sia« «tie» ani. ««A»* a«M*MM* *f 

tmém-immUf M»fiM4 «• tMm»t  «a«Mi*a*a, ftt«*MA •iMtf»- 

ly«t« ar<*t« a«» «•*•!•• «MMiMftili imtiyH.    S*M AM« mm* 

l*  Mil;   |V«M«aM4 ip  • *•#!•  r*flM«*  la-Ml-ftuM,   «kit«  iM- 

tir« «#*•».    ZtM ft<M flM*H#H  fe«tt«*i«a  m §mtwmí If  Mt 



-f    i i'fi »•»   in   .•~^n*<*t. i -)«   «vi   .»»tanUin 

**M»   »    •*.<•*• i-#   .-»f   »h«   r*K>;.«ry   if   «•'••-•n-ury   .»-ti   *n-1   MIO   *r« 

t*r#a»?   t«e«i*i«tt»t  «*   %hr—   important  %ae*>cta  of  th«   mewimry 

«at*;*   *r%.#«,     ÎWH   »«el *•*•   th#   •-.;U*rtion    T   s-r%pt   th«   »«p*r»- 

*|:Wl   ,-,f   *»*»  MUliif   **©*itant   from   ottoar   auteaVvir«»   *rvi,   UatLy, 

rafima* ir  ataaltin« *»f  *•*•  acr*»  *•>*  fetidi*««.     i:*eh of ih««« 

• «•«•«  ?#-.itn»«t«a  ta   t-M   fi «al  co«t of  ihm  ««coftdary MU1|   Uff 

%m  \nmUmsmm a*»*«  mmrmmi*rg «»tal   raoeiajr/  ìa  ui*»eongancal  dua> 

t« taMMi«« e««t  «e  practical   lifficai ti««   IR  conn«HO« with on« 

*r «ara   #f   tfca  ***3¥»   «««»età.     In   »áálti««  lo   ihm mm   Min e on «ici« ra- 

ti •*•,   fa**«** «>*•*  %•  tfc* •**<-«••« »f  ti» »»cofkiary »»tala» 

ataailtty  «f prie« •*<*  freight duurfva H**« M   i»f»ortaBt  b«arin« 

•a tfea a»tK«4 «f va»» <sf «era» «sr r»«iiw»a. 

Ha» »atUrn of •»«•«»»« i«« «f  U*i »/i.-»  zinc  ani, conaaer^ntljr, 

Ut* «•» »f •**•» i« éawtoBiM imi áiffara frm tHat  in highly 

iM*#tn«lia«4 ««witrtM.    A mga%»r «f •*«•!•») iftf ©«««tri«» «spari* 

«•M a afeertaiga *f «a» tv» «alala,    flaw», ahila coiva it ion. ar* 

fa*»ura*la  far tu» ra«i »*atio* »f a^o«*Ui7  la ad and fine,  thara 

fact ora  tttat  alitr^t  %Jw aatabl lahiaant of % atabla 

••tei  la#a»tf7 •***» •» •» *«•*«***•• *«f*l* »f 

Maiali, arratic pria»«,  ìmk #f tawar-laf* mA «fttipawttt, 

foraij» aarlaantfa «iff<e*lti«a.    J<**awar,  wrtoua ata»« 
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Opportunities   it:  the  production  of 
se.iQr;da^'   non-ferrous metale 

t;;  M.   Spandiovr 

Recently discarded durable metal goods manufactured some  ten 

to fifty years ago comprise a substantial  part  of the  raw materials 

currently  processed  by   secondary  smelters.    Opportunities in the 

current  industry must  be found therefore  for processing these old 

materials  as well  as   the new scrap being generated by manufacturing 

plants.     Since the  scrap materials  of tomorrow are  being manufac- 

tured as  durable goods   today,   the   potential  future benefits are 

considered.     It is shown that these metal materials are accumulating 

as goods-m-use in the  United States and are collectively reaching 

enormous  proportions.     They comprise a growing metal  resource. 

Documented data on the  actual quantity of scrap materials processed 

annually  show that these materials  supply a large part of the total 

metals consumed.    The  record also  shows that primary and secondary 

metal production rise  and fall approximately in unison, and,  for 

some commodi ties,  the   fraction of metal  supplied from scrap appears 

even to be   increasing slightly more rapidly than primary metal pro- 

duction.     Such data may be useful   for estimating the profitable 

•cal« of operations  in a developing country simply by comparing its 

level of industrialization with comparable reliable data published 

by other countries.    The ratio of profitable secondary metal produc- 

tion for two countries  should be approximately proportional to the 

ratio of their levels of industrialization.    Such a comparison of 

data »iould «imply indicate the total volume potential, but the  i 

•canonic potential could then be estimated in accordance with 

domestic capabilities and other assets.    Accordingly, opportunities 

in the production of secondary metals would be  found through several 

Means,  such at judicious management, adopting only the most advanced 

and efficient technology and possibly negotiating suitable trade 

agreeaents.    Several typical examples of interesting possibilities 

are discussed including distillation, electrometallurgy, mechanical 

separations and chemical processes. 
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Search after appropriate quality for ingots  of 
secondary  non-ferrous metals and allocs 

destined for  casting 

ty Mascré 

lì 

The economic and   juridical  aspects  are considered   to be of 

great importance for the recovery  of secondary non-ferrous metala. 

The  foundry industry can use alloys of relatively scattered compo- 

sition and is,   therefore,  an important consumer of secondar:? non- 

ferrous metal alloys.    The qualities of different aluminium- and 

copper-base alloys are described in the paper.    The  influence of 

a number of chemical elements on these qualities is discussed.    In 

addition,  the sequence of technological requirements  for the produc- 

tion of ingots from different non-ferrous alloys is explained in 

some detail.    The equipment and furnaces used are also briefly 

described.    The paper deals mainly with the quality,   inspection and 

control of ingots destined for the foundry industry. 

-~g"a¿'    -•-"    •     --•-     -* *•*•-•... g.u*-«..... ^¡^^^^M^tHMriM^SVBttBl 



For  affectiv»   rt^'ìrtr»   IM    . **      f    **  :->«i*r,   -•- *.-f*rf">*«   #»-f*£ 

metal,   tha   rw»c**suty   *i" i   i*'t"-r**'-   «     f'   «w  '-* ••* i »•• t *:#     **l »   t •* ï    r*ii!'í 

control   m  «v«ry st«f-   fr*  *h» ^fi^iv    f  '--o ¿ ;••• i--^*.,   ii*rt ifi.-*-» 

tion *nd   «»agreiratior!   to   ih»  *».*i^#  M-»   **«H   ii*.   4« ••->   ml   • igh- 

lifhttd   m   the p*p«r. 

On«   of   the striking  fe*t¿r*«   jf   ih*   I-»JM1   rr',-wtN   < "   IMI   r*<}«~ 

ferrous  mut-lis  industry   in  r*<-»nt  j-»ar*   n  tha  effe-- tiv»   racovir) 

and UM  of  secondary sie tal   to *n  *stent  of K   par  rent %n4  mor« af 

tha total   production  of  important  primary non-ferro*** actals   aue-h 

as aluminium,   lead,  copper,   zinc,   tin  and rucfcai.      In th*    'nit«-! 

Statt«,  sacondary matai» account  for 4? per cant  of tu*  total 

production.     With an ever-incraasing naeessity  for  recovering 

sacondary non-fsrrous   scrap metal,  «ora attention   is being paie to 

tha quastioriB of acquisition,  liantlfication,  eagragation and 

processing of tha avallatola  resourcas.     Son-farrous ora daposits 

in India apa small.     Thar«for« tha  currant Indian production of 

major non-ferrous metals is negligible,  and tha bulk of tha 

country'a demand is aatisfiad through  import s.     Aftar an analysis 

of ths country's futura da»and and production pal tarn, tha papar 

strass«s tha importane« of a plannad programme  for effective 

racovsry and usa of sac onda ry non-farrous scrap natal by all 

possibls ma ans.    !nis prob lam was corrsctly approached by tha 

Rational Mataliurgical  Laboratory of India at Jamahadpur by 

considering, on a priority basis,  raMarch and davalopmant work 

on tha racovsry of aluminium from dross and othar acrap souroas, 

as veil as copper fro« secondary materials by malting and elactro- 

RMtallurgy.    This work may serve as a guide to large-scale indus- 

trial recovery of Mcondary aluminium and copper.    1%e papar than 

describes the various  sources of aluminium and copper scrap and 

alloys and discusMs their characteristics and qualities.    3«veral 

mathods of extraction and recovery are suggested.    Various mat hods 

of recovering metal or alloy aluminium from dross and skimmings, 
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f,r#.   f   r*f,   roilirg 9-rm(t   fatn-attor  «crap,   cold aluminium 

• if»,   fiu»,   ijirt»!   .ttrfili   i- • :.,,im# various  alujniniun-»Uoy 

irr%p   fr**  t   ring»,   tuning»,   trilling,  fliUir^s   %nd  ÏMralunin 

h« va   fcaa*   lii^uiifi.     Tli«   opar-iUon of  suitable   types   of  furnaces 

ia  ilio   uactaa*»!.     ?h#  p*f^r  incìdi««  aiauUr discussions on the 

*»»i,*teiht| of  fabrication roppar icrap »rid othar mixad coppar- 

toa*ring »wrap containing  lr   to   ,E>  par cant   eoppar *n<l   processes 

fsr thanr raco*ar/*    Tfc« aff»et of fura*ca  atnoaphera during 

wltin« of «crap «»tal, with particular rafaranc«  to hydrogan, 

o«yf»«» «atar »apomr and rafr*ctory lining in relation to product 

^Mlit/ has I*«« clarified.     Finally,  tha p*i»r atrasa** tha 

iflfortane« of «aintaining »»tieulou« <p*ality control  in prooaising 

mm~t*rr®wÊ acrmp ««tal at a^ary «tag« of operation fro« tha  ini- 

tial aoi*r©o of ta* »ems through tfca «ajiuf altura of tha fini »toad 

st.    Thii »houli fea accowplnhad througfc tha application of 

ir« *a tallargìcal tagt in« a«ruipmant auch aa natal apaetroaeopy, 

dira«t-ra*ding tpae trottar, I-ray floraao«««« «paetroiaatar or 

through a conventional an*lj*.ical-ch**ical  laboratory m\ up undar 

ttM fuiianca of an «ipariancad fiatai lurgi it. 

mm •m 
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Utilization of copper scrap; 
technology and equipment 

by  D.   Davies 

The paper is essentially a practical guide for  the  recovery 

of copper from scrap.    An attempt has been made to  reveal the 

potential use of fire-refining methods as compared to electrolytic 

refining for the production of copper shapes  for subsequent working. 

In this way,  the maximum use of a valuable asset is  to be realized 

with its considerable contribution to the copper-consuming sector 

of the economy. 

The fire-refining process is well known and is well  documented 

in metallurgical literature;  therefore, no attempt has been made in 

the paper to deal.with the purely metallurgical considerations of 

the process.    Emphasis has been placed upon the practical aspects 

of the operations to suggest the scale of operations required and 

to indicate the ancillary and supporting activities of scrap  collec- 

tion ami sorting, which auat precede the actual refining process. 

An indication has been given of appropriate equipment for the 

establishment of a refining operation for certain level p of activ- 

ity.    In this regard, the paper has been generalized to present a 

common for« of good practice that is appropriate for very small to 

comparatively large installations. 
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Sources of non-ferrous scrap metal and alloys and 
their preparation for melting and reclamation 

by L.  Frunoßu 

The paper deals with sources and the importance of non- 

ferrous scrap metal. It xs particularly important to determine 

the origin and classification of scrap metal in order to ensure 

adequate storage and transport after collection. 

In the most effective use of secondary metals, the manufac- 

tured end-product, are similar in composition to the material 

salvaged. 

Better extraction yields can be obtained bys 

(a) Knowledge of source and composition of scrap metal| 

(b) Classification of scrap metal in accordane« with 
quality standard«; (This proves the importane« of 
compulsory classification standards. A standard for 
non-ferrous scrap should consider the quality require- 
ments demanded by the processing plant.) 

(o) Procedures for acceptance, handling, transport and 
storage to avoid any possible contamination? 

(d) Organisation of enterprises for collection and delivery 
of scrap ««tal to the processing plantsj 

(e) Organisation of preliminary treatment of scrap metal 
to ensure quality requirements for full reclamation 

of useful metals. 

of these points ara applicable to the source of scrap, 

to the collecting enterprise and others to the processing plant. 

The paper discusses the scrap collected in Romania, its 

•orting by collecting enterprises and the «paeialisad scrap 

processing plants. The following groups of ««rap —**l  are 

discussed! 

(a) Copper and it« alloys; 

(b) Zinc and it« alloy«| 

(c) Tin «ad it« alloy«! 

(é) Urna and it« alloy«} 

(e) Alvaiinium ani it« allay«. 
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The characteristics of «crap ««tal in the following thr«« 

torn»  are giv*n: 

(a) Scrap metal   in  pieces; 

(b) Cutting»; 

(c) Scrap oxides. 

Tfce preparation of scrap »etal for Mitin« and reclamation 

is the main the«« of the paper and therefore the preparation 

schedule of the base metal  is presented in detail.    Ito technology 

and a flow sheet of the process are given;  future trends are 

o .tlined. 

Tìie experience of the  specialised NEFERAL plant for scrap 

processing is described;  the effici*ncy of its techno loor is 

indicated.    Scrap metal of aluminium- and copper-based alloys is 

prepared by pyrotechnics!  control, «orting, dismantling and baling 

by special équipaient.    Cutting* of aluainium- and copper-based 

alloys ara prepared by the following steps:    breaking, de«!easing, 

removal of iron and briquetting.    Due to deficiencies in the 

decreasing technology using rotary drums, «odsm Methods of 

degrees ing with solvents have been tested. 

In the preparation of lead and lead alloy scrap, special 

equipment is used to dismantle power cables -Mid to crush tubes« 

Oxid« scrap containing copper and lead is prepared by aggiorna r- 

atiott or bri<nMttiagf oiide scrap containing *l\iminiu« is preparad 

according to aechan i cal or hydroswchanical technology.    Old 

batteries ars usually prepared by dissjaatling and sorting.    Pfeys- 

ioal-cmsmical s»tasas for ejuick analysis haws bssn introduosd 

parallel with tJM aanlioatioa of soderà technology. 

Is eanclasisn, if has bow* noted that rational primary pre»» 

aratioa is viUl fer as in a s sii e ree leant loa of aon-ferroue mstals. 

fist litri sain sf fists» asf twltiss la dnvsloping oomrtriss has) 

enVAse^W    S^"JB^SHBB    ^•my^ns "^ejpsjn; 



Itiìizatior  of alunni-JB   E crai-; 
technology and equipment 

t.v .'»koti 

This  review of  the  aluminium ?nrap   »melting industry deals 

wif   the nature and origin of the raw materials.     Methods of 

preparation are described to show how to upgrade scrap in order 

to make alloys of higher values than would be possible fremi the 

unprocessed scrap,  thus  providing uniform  furnace charges and 

achieving maximum productivity.    The various furnaces in current 

use and the metallurgical aspects of smelting and alloying are 

described. 

Recommendations are made for the disposition of scrap depend- 

ing on the volume of the resources and the  scale of operations 

planned.    Although quantities mentioned are  in respect to aluminium 

scrap,  it is suggested that some facilities can be designed to 

treat other non-ferrous metals; then more advanced equipment can 

be justified where the resources of aluminium alone are insuf- 

ficient.    Similarly, partial preparation of scrap in a number of 

areas prior to transport to one smelting unit may be desirable 

in developing countries.    If there is only a imall market for 

foundry alloys, rough re-melt ingots may be the most suitable 

product to export for the production of a variety of higher-value 

ingots.    Pc- quantities of less than 500 tons per annum, direct 

sale to the best market should be encouraged. 

The sise and scope of the industry in developing countries 

will grow in proportion to the general industrial development, 

but they will be particularly dependent on the manufacture and 

consumption of such articles as durable consumer goods, aluminium 

component« in modern buildings and aluminium-based electrical 

transmission equipment.    The gradual increase in scrap generation 

will limit the sise of the scrap smelting: industry. 

As foundries are established to meet the demands for alumin- 

ium alloy castings, the output of smelters will change from the 

early stages of simple re-melt ingots for subsequent processing 

and alloying to production of specification alloy ingots that 

require close control and up-to-date techniques.    The number and 

sise of individual plants will depend on the geographical 
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distribution of industrial concentration«;   smaller and nor« 

numerous operations will  be desirable   if the  distances between 

centres are great.     A few large   factories will be more viable if 

the centres are close to each other. 

Tlie furnaces,   handling and  processing equipment, production 

techniques and laboratory control mentioned in this paper have 

all been uè ve loped  in Europe and the United States to meet their 

operating and comercial requirements,     for plants in countries 

where they would be entirely new ventures,  local conditions nay 

present opportunities and problems that could well  lead to Modi- 

fications and improvements in existing practices.    UM circum- 

stances and the types of scrap available are continually changing. 

It is therefore important that an installation should be capable 

of adaptation to suit the widest range of desanda that may be 

•ade. 
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Economic  aspects »nd ti^ruficnnet of Ifcf 
utilization of non-Urroue scrag |n davtloBifia» 

and oavcìopad count riff 

by J.   Dutko  %rvi  K.   Toako 

Mon-ferrous scrap natal  in  various for«« im a«  i «portant 

sourca  for tha production of sacondary sntais.    I» fnmrmi, davsl- 

opawnts m this branch of natallurgy haw rasultad  fro« a daeraaaa 

in tha percsntaga of valuable MUII  in tha smisUn« ora  rasarvi« 

aa wall ss fro« tha incraaa« in daamnd and «arkst pncss. 

Tha mat sffactiva issans of astaolisninf a doawstie «stai 

supply as s basa for furthar davalop«»** of industry in tas êw»ii- 

opin* countrins is considsrad to ba  tha oollaotio« and proeassinf 

of non-ftrrous scrap aatal. 

Tha technology of processing tha scrap into uaaals «stai is 

ganarally a siaplo ons.    In a mantear of casa« it deas not ravira 

larga capital in¥»ata»nts| tha total sxpsnsas far prooaaaing »an- 

ally is only about 25 to 35 *r ©ont of tao «if—a aaoaaaary fat 

production of tha priamry aon-forrow« «stala« 

This papar points out tha aconoaHc assact» mê poo* MHtlo» 

for tha dsvalop»ant of a secondary noa-fsusas «stais ina«***? i« 

tha developing oountrias. 
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